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Tristram Shandy is a famously formless text in which the "life and opinions" of 

the title character appear to spill forth from the narrator without a governing theme or 

structure. Chronology and plot are interrupted and re-ordered. Characters are defined 

as mere fragments of personality, "strokes of a pen"; objects are represented as 

broken, snarled, and discombobulated. The subtexts and digressive tales included 

within the novel are incomplete as well as disruptive of the larger whole. Sterne 

withholds the "complete" picture a conventional novel provides, and fragmentation 

becomes the prevailing motif of his book: the author's motley meaning lies hidden in 

an abundance of disrupted and broken forms. 

I propose an examination of the multitude of discontinuous forms in Tristram 

Shandy, seen in narrative structures, characters, objects, and themes. My discussion 

concludes with discussion of time and mortality--Sterne's final implicit 

acknowledgment of the links between the novel's theme and form, and the narrator's 

vain flight from Death. 
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Introduction 

"And what of this new book the world makes a rout about---Oh! 'tis 
all out ofplumb ... -----quite an irregular thing!---not one of the four angles 

at the four corners was in a right angle." (3:12) 1 

"But mark, madam, we live amongst riddles and mysteries--the most 
obvious things, which come our way, have dark sides, which the 

quickest sight cannot penetrate into." ( 4:17) 

A tale tightly knotted, Tristram Shandy's narrative structure is baffling and 

wise, harboring in its motley sprawl mystery and paradox. The novel is the sphinx of 

contemporary criticism, taunting all who approach it with the riddle of its elusive 

cohesion. The work's thematic and structural anomalies invite a host of responses, 

some grounded in assumptions about the "conventional" novel, others assuming that 

Sterne establishes his own laws of form and content. I propose an analysis of the latter 

type, focusing on the juncture of theme and structure. 

From its first appearance, Tristram Shandy has inspired a splendid assortment 

of reactions. While some of the novel's contemporary critics found it "con-

versational," funny, and engaging, others found it, to say the least, flawed. Horace 

Walpole thought the early chapters "a very insipid and tedious performance ... the 

great humor of which consists in the whole narration always going backwards" (Howe 

55). An anonymous pamphlet mimicking Sterne's style called the novel "a hotch 

potch of technical terms--broken sentences--trite satir [sic ]--obscenity--low 

buffoonery, without wit--humor--or design" (71). Edmund Burke found "the story of 

the hero's life is the smallest part of the author's concerns. The book is a perpetual 

series of disappointments" (106). The modern reader, more inured to irregular texts, 

from the sprawling experiment of Joyce's Ulysses to the mixed media of Barthelme's 
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City Life, does not necessarily find Tristram Shandy less disappointing, but is prepared 

to put those disappointments in context. The focus of analysis can shift to the nature 

and form of those unfulfilled expectations that in Tristram Shandy create the 

predominant motif of discontinuity. 

The conspicuous purpose of this disturbance of form is humorous effect, and 

the author himself readily seconds this ready. During the composition of a later 

volume of the book, Sterne notes in a letter that he is "fabricating [it] for the laughing 

part of the world--for the melancholy part of it, I have nothing but my prayers" 

(Letters 189). More telling, perhaps, is the book's dedication, which states that the 

author is "in a constant endeavour to fence against the infirmities of ill health, and 

other evils of life, by mirth; being firmly persuaded that every time a man smiles, --but 

much more so, when he laughs, that it adds something to this fragment of life" 

(l:dedication). Many studies of Tristram Shandy treat the novel primarily as a 

humorous work,2 most notable among these is Melvyn New's comprehensive analysis 

of the work as a form of Augustan satire. The humor of Tristram Shandy, however, 

can be seen as a veneer masking a grave interior. 

While discontinuity serves the purposes of satire, it can also be viewed as 

constituting a motif in itself, perhaps even a paradigm for viewing the world. In 

human experience, discontinuity is a condition of existence, often ignored but never 

escaped. Furthermore, the lack of unity in Sterne's novel implies the rejection of any 

central cohering factor within the Shandean universe. Atheism is a frequent point of 

contemporary attacks on Sterne; some critics saw a denial of God not only in the 

novel's bawdiness but also in its denial of formal coherence. As Sterne was a 

proponent of a sort of controversial enlightenment through fragmentation, it seems 
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appropriate that I focus on individual aspects of the discontinuous in the novel: these, 

like the gestures of the characters in the book, reveal traits of the larger whole. 
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Chapter One 

Textual Discontinuities 

"Every author has a way of his own, in bringing his points to bear." (1:9) 

In Tristram Shandy, the chronological and narrative lines are disrupted and 

rearranged; chapters are shifted and omitted; sentences and words are unfinished. 

Typographical and graphic oddities are grafted into the text. The novel likewise 

incorporates embedded texts--scholarly tracts, documents, and tales--which, while 

fragmenting the novel itself, also provide microcosmic perspectives of the larger whole 

by perpetuating the motif of fragmentation. The novel's digressive structure has been 

the focus of intense discussion by critics since the book's appearance; I propose a 

uniform analysis of the novel's verbal structures, defining fragmentation, disorder, and 

discontinuity in the text of the book as being governed by the same principles that 

govern the novel as a whole. 

Perhaps the most striking feature about Tristram Shandy is the idiosyncratic 

narrator and the fragmented story line he produces. As Holtz perceptively observes, 

"the sequence in which Tristram orders his materials baffles normal expectations ... 

[the novel] is a subversion of ... normal narrative structure" (90-1). From a 

chronological perspective, the novel may be divided into three parts: (1) Tristram's 

birth and his early childhood; (2) his brother Bobby's death and the tragic story of Le 

Fever; and (3) the trip to Navarre (with its three romances) and uncle Toby's courtship 

of the widow Wadman. These three parts neatly encapsulate the essential human 

experiences of birth, death, and love.3 At the same time, the narrator telling these 

stories exists in the novel 's "now," approximately forty years after most of the other 
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events; this narrator's constant presence is another reminder of the multiple levels of 

time being discussed. A chronological narrative would mandate that the courtship 

(described in the last part of the novel) come first. But the segments of time become 

scattered and rearranged in Tristram's telling of them, as interchangeable as a shuffled 

deck of cards. 

Oddly reconstituted, the narrator's story line of Tristram and his family is also 

embedded with a motley assortment of dozens of interpolated texts: they may be as 

long as Slawkenbergius's Tale or a mere satiric flash of erudition, like this smattering 

of legalese: ''The good woman was fully invested in the real and corporal possession of 

her office, together with all its rights, members, and appurtenances whatsoever" (1:7). 

Other textual entities are told in the narrator's voice, including the extended 

travelogue to Navarre (which itself incorporates a loose structure of several more 

tales). Some inserted texts are stories told by other characters--Trim's attempted 

telling of the story of the King of Bohemia, for instance, or Walter's Trista-poedia. 

All such digressions and non-narrative intrusions reflect the pervasive theme of 

discontinuity; some are mocking microcosms of the novel itself. While these 

interpolated texts will be analyzed here in the early discussion of the verbal structure 

of the novel, the full implication of Sterne's digressive insertions will be considered in 

Chapter Four. 

Like other novels, Tristram Shandy is fragmented, quite conventionally, into 

chapters, but Sterne satirizes the artificial and arbitrary nature of chapter division by 

(for instance) terminating volumes and chapters in mid-sentence: Volume Seven ends 

with the phrase, "It begun thus----," (7:43), while Volume Eight begins with "---But 

softly-----for in these sportive plains" (8:1), continuing the sentence. Sterne uses 
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chapter breaks not to make the story tidy and organized but to create conscious 

awareness of the form's being misused and the consequent disorder. 

The narrator moves and omits chapters, or leaves their pages empty altogether. 

One chapter, itself a fragment, reads in its entirety, "My uncle Toby's map is carried 

down into the kitchen" (9:27). Two chapters (9:18, 9:19) are represented by pages 

that are empty save for their headings: ''The Eighteenth Chapter" and "Chapter the 

Nineteenth" in Volume Nine, their labels, over-emphasized by archaic Old English 

type, are interposed from proper numeric position and embedded in Chapter 25, 

creating an island of discontinuity afloat in the narrative structure; Chapter 26 resumes 

the usual sequence. Chapter 24 of Volume Four is missing altogether, ripped out by 

the narrator because "the book is more perfect and complete by wanting the chapter, 

than having it" ( 4:25). Assaulting the expectations born of convention, all of these 

manipulations reinforce a standard of discontinuity. 

The narrator also anticipates chapters on esoteric or tangential subjects such as 

whiskers, things, chamber-maids, and wishes. Tristram's plan of explaining the world 

a little at a time, however, is itself doomed. The chapter on wishes mentioned in 3:2, 

for instance, never appears. Other problems arise: 

I owe myself a debtor to the world for two iterns,---a chapter upon 
chamber-maids and button-holes ... which, in the former part of my 
work I promised and fully intended to pay off this year: but some of 
your worships and reverences telling me, that the two subjects, 
especially so close together, might endanger the morals of the world,--
I pray the chapter upon chamber-maids and button-holes be forgiven 
me,---and that they will accept the last chapter in lieu of it. (5:8) 

Tristram's yearning for completeness in exposition is constantly undermined, forcing 

him to reevaluate, revise, and add new material. The effect is to force attention away 

from content to structure, emphasizing the motif of discontinuity. The narrator's 
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readiness to undermine structure for effect is bluntly stated early in the work: "If I 

thought you was able to form the least judgment of probable conjecture to yourself, of 

what was to come on the next page,---1 would tear it out of my book" (1:28). A 

model of the novel's disorder is seen in the digression on Hafen Slawkenbergius, who 

... gives the world of his motives and occasions for writing ... towards the end 
of his prologomena, which bye the bye should have come first-----but the 
bookbinder most injudiciously placed it betwixt the analytical contents of the 
book, and the book itself. (338) 

Slawkenbergius's scrambled text is not considered problematic by the narrator; on the 

contrary, Slawkenbergius "deserves to be enrich' d as a prototype for all writers, of 

voluminous works at least, to model their books by" (3:38). Tristram's avowed model 

reveals an eccentric structural standard at work. The narrator's introduction of the 

self-defined "Fragment. .. Upon Whiskers," embedded in 5:1, is another means of 

mocking the artificiality of organization. The fragment, which forms a further textual 

division within a chapter, begins with two lines of asterisks vaguely indicating words 

and the second half of a sentence--the broken text and shattered language forming a 

rough "edge" in the text like the irregular surface of an actual physical fragment. 

The narrative flow of the novel is fragmented more often than it is practical to 

enumerate. The telling of Tristram's birth is shattered by literally dozens of 

digressions thematically incongruous to the matter at hand: the story of Yorick, for 

instance, or Ernulphus's curse. Trim's recital of the Catechism is ironically displaced 

by Toby and the Corporal's re-enactment of a military drill (5:32). Walter's opus on 

the subject of mortality, pursuant to the news of Bobby's death, is tossed aside for 

debate about whether, or when, the biblical figure of Job lived (5:13). The hobby-

horse, which will be discussed at greater length shortly, is frequently responsible for 
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the shifting of a subject of discussion: "Your sudden and unexpected arrival, quoth my 

uncle Toby, addressing himself to Dr. Slop . . .instantly brought the great Stevinus into 

my head who, as you must know, is a favorite author with me-----" (2:7). The 

ostensible cause of this disruption of story is something akin to John Locke's theory of 

association.4 Locke's work, in fact, is defined by Tristram as a "history-book ... of 

what passes in a man's own mind" (2:2). Whatever the underlying cause of 

association. may be, the effect of narrative disruption is discontinuity of action. 

The misplacement of "conventional" structures, such as the Preface and 

Dedication, continues the idea of an anti-structure, defying linear plotting by 

improbable displacement. In defiance of convention, the Preface is located at the end 

of the third volume, a mailbox in a bathroom; the Preface's content, addressing linear 

"Anti-Shandeans" (3:20), implies an intent beyond mere whim in its unconventional 

position. The first Dedication (1:8) is not only out of place (although subsequent 

Dedications in the book are placed at the heads of odd-numbered volumes), but ''up to 

publick sale" (1:8). The Invocation, usually found at the beginning of an endeavor, is 

located toward the end of the novel (9:24), and is itself incomplete due to an 

intervening digression on breeches. 

Numerous unusual graphic and typographic practices likewise shatter any 

linearity of narrative. The most dramatic of these take up full pages, each representing 

the motif of death, love, or life: Yorick's black page in memento mori (1:12), the blank 

pages on which the reader is asked to imagine the Widow Wadman (6:38), the 

marbled page, "motly emblem" (3:36) of Tristram's book. Pat Rogers sees these as 

"comic gimmicks" that work "to make us lose our place, to shift our imaginative 

bearings" (289). Aside from each carrying a specific message, these unwritten pages 
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literally intrude into the conventional territory of the text. 

The graphic representing Trim's gesture with his stick not only interrupts the 

text but also clearly looks to replace what cannot be said, seemingly for reasons of 

allusion and decency. "Whilst a man is free--" (9:4), says Trim, pointedly proving the 

inadequacy of words with an elaborate twist of his wrist. Tristram's attempt to map 

the book's narrative line ( 6:40) with an array of twisted lines likewise implies a failure 

of the descriptive ability of language. Other graphic insertions imposed on the text 

include oversized crosses (2:9, 5:1) to indicate the act of crossing, enlarged brackets 

(6:33), and pointing-hand symbols (2:12, 2:17, 4:25), the latter satirically emphasizing 

the magisterial tone of the narrator. J. Hillis Miller views these graphic insertions of 

Tristram's plot-mapping and the flourish of Trim's stick as a defiance of conventional 

linear standards, but maintains that "meaning ... lies in continuity," represented by the 

erratic lines, which, though erratic, are lines nonetheless (375). While it is true the 

reader's eye is conditioned to follow these lines, the narrative nonetheless argues 

consistently against the continuous sequence represented by any line. 

Of the typographic breaks in the novel, the most heavily utilized are the 

asterisks that in varied multitudes replace words, phrases, and sentences. Melvyn New 

identifies the convention as the lacuna, noting that it often appears ''with ironic 

reference ... or with an ironic introduction" (372).5 The lacunae frequently disturb 

the text when indiscretions would otherwise be uttered, such as Toby's claim that "My 

sister ... does not care to let a man come so near her****" (2:6). These gaps can 

also create a sense of mystery or a less-pleasant vagueness: ''whispering these words in 

my ear, **** ** **** *** ******; --- **** ** ****---any other man would have 

sunk down to the center---" (7:29). This particular passage is cited by New as one of 
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the few in which ''we have been unable to substitute words for the asterisks" ( 480): the 

inability to find expressive language is a further source of the dis-ease of 

incompleteness. 

Other typographic anomalies include dashes to indicate the "humming" sound 

one might make while reading (5:2), or to substitute for bureaucratic language (7:35). 

Two empty lines between two of Phutatorius's "Zounds!" ( 4:27) add emphasis to the 

invectives by suggesting it is accompanied by even more extreme, and thus 

unprintable, material. The extended line trailing after Walter's suggestion, "provided 

they had their clergy" (5:38), also implies time's tactful suspension until Yorick's 

intervention, which has foreseen "the sentence was likely to end with no sort of 

mercy." A nearly palpable physical effect is gained with the inclusion of the long 

dashes surrounding, "--------------------- Shut the door ----------------------, " a phrase 

that follows the declaration that "this chapter ... 'tis wrote only for the curious and 

inquisitive" (1:4). A veneer of official context is occasionally achieved by setting the 

words "Cases" and "Reports" in large, Old English type (2:17). The phrase, "Alas, 

poor Y 0 R I C K" is also set apart and enclosed in a rule (1:12), mimicking an actual 

headstone's epitaph. While these typographic effects enhance the larger idea of variety 

in the novel, they fragment the text by creating visual distractions and discontinuities. 

A bizarre text-fragmenting element is the appearance of verbalized fiddle 

music. The "diddle diddle, diddle diddle, diddle diddle--hum--dum--drum" (5:15) of 

the narrator is not only a playful experiment with writing and anti-writing, but adds yet 

another medium simultaneously to enhance and disturb the textual flow. 

The erudite inclusion of foreign languages and fragments of legal documents, 

while conveying an absurd senSe of hyper-scholarship, also disrupt the narrative by 
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departing from narrative English. The original text of Slawkenbergius's tale is in 

Latin, and Walter's translation is assumed to be of questionable accuracy: 

'Twas some misfortune ... that my father had every word of it to 
translate for the benefit of my uncle Toby, and render out of 
Slawkenbergius's Latin, of which, as he was no great master, his 
translation was not always of the purest,---and generally least so where 
'twas most wanted. (3:39) 

The text ofthe excommunication curse ofErnulphus (3:10), originally in Latin, is 

seemingly spontaneously rendered in English by Dr. Slop, about whose ability no such 

questions are raised. Also included are entire tracts of untranslated French 

scholarship: the "MEMOIRE presente a Messieurs les Docteurs de SORBONNE" 

(1:20) defending the propriety of fetal baptism, and a lengthy footnote about a 

premature birth ( 4:10). Greek expressions ornament the text as well: for instance, an 

orator is called "8woul)aKA:fr'' (1:19). While the inclusion of other languages derives 

from satire's long tradition of learned wit, from a structural perspective the 

multilingual text minces the narrative further, perpetuating the predominant motif of 

fragmentation. 

Grammatical components of the text also exhibit fragmentation: much of 

Tristram's banter, particularly in the first two volumes, consists of complete sentences 

fragmented by dashes. This disruptive punctuation accentuates the motley multitude 

of thoughts swimming in the presumed unity of a sentence: 

Therefore, dear friend and companion, if you think me somewhat 
sparing of my narrative on my first setting out,---bear with me,---and 
let me go on, and tell my story my own way:-----or if I should seem 
now and then to trifle upon the road,-----or should sometimes put on a 
fool's cap with a bell to it, for a moment or two as we pass along,-
don't fly off ... (1:6) 

One chapter starts with, "-----What can they be doing, brother?"(2:6), and the 
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question's pronouns brazenly lack antecedents. The standard of choppy diction is 

carried to the stranger in Slawkenbergius's tale, who, on his ride to Frankfurt, is 

described as "talking all the way he rode in broken sentences" ( 4:0). Tristram refuses 

to "say whether my uncle Toby has completed the sentence or not, ... as, I think, he 

could have added no ONE WORD which would have improved it" (2:6) . Here 

Tristram confirms that textual incompleteness can convey a paradoxical sense of 

perfection ·in its expression. Rogers calls this fragmentary use of language the "jagged 

ends of incomplete syntax" (288). In spite of its lacunae (or because of them), 

"incomplete syntax" can be more expressive than its "complete" counterpart. 

The meaning of words, too, falls victim to the philosophy that fractures the 

larger textual structures. That words may have multiple meanings is dramatized by 

uncle Toby, whose hobby-horsical obsession with fortifications and warfare renders 

many conversations discontinuous. Hearing that Dr. Slop is in the kitchen preparing a 

bridge, Toby immediately assumes it is for his model town ("'Tis very obliging of him" 

[3:23]), in spite of plentiful previous evidence of Slop's active involvement in the 

delivery of his nephew and the vulnerability of the infant's nose to the man-midwife's 

forceps. Earlier, a similar misunderstanding occurs between Trim and Toby over the 

meaning of the word "mortar" (3:22). The meaning of these words fragments into 

facets of different, unconnected realities; the uniformity of definition is lost. 

Another demonstration of verbal ambiguity stems from the amorous widow 

Wadman's query to Toby, ''whereabouts ... did you receive this sad blow?" (9:26), 

which Toby misunderstands as a request for a lecture on the siege of Namur. Later in 

the story (although, typically, earlier in the chapter sequence), Toby produces a map to 

show her ''where" he was wounded. As John Stedmond points out, "puns and double 
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meanings emphasize the unstable nature of language, its dynamic qualities which are so 

difficult to control" ( 44). According to Tristram, misunderstanding "shews what little 

knowledge is got by mere words" (9:20): the multiplicity of available meanings 

constantly undermines any single definition of a word. 

The fragmentation of words creates another kind of expressive disorder. The 

fragmenting of ''Trismegistus" creates ''Tristram"( 4:4), a fitting label for the patron 

saint of discontinuity. Similarly, Walter's gentle taunting of his brother includes 

requests as to how Toby's "ass" is doing (8:31), a synonym and abbreviation for 

human passion culled from an erudite source. 

Tristram's compulsion to be thorough causes inevitable problems: 

My mother, you must know,-----but I have fifty things more necessary 
to let you know first,---I have a hundred difficulties which I have 
promised to clear up, and a thousand distresses and domestic 
misadventures crowding in upon me thick and three-fold, one upon the 
neck of another. (3:38) 

In the end, language, seeking to represent the unrepresentable full reality of the "small 

hero's" "life and opinions," only arbitrarily fragments the reality, leaving the reader to 

reassemble the story with bits and pieces. Language forces reality through a sieve, 

creating hundreds of incomplete, variably related units, each expressing a facet of the 

larger life being discontinuously narrated. The resulting language is incomplete--the 

narrator fails in his expressed purpose--but incomplete and fragmented language may 

be the best way to define a world and its inhabitants, for both share the qualities of 

discontinuity. 

Victor Shklovsky, who is perhaps best known for his infamous statement that 

Tristram Shandy is "the most typical novel in world literature" (57), proposes a 

formalist assessment of the book, noting that "the artistic form is presented simply as 
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such, without any kind of motivation" (27). He proceeds to observe that "the 

awareness of form constitutes the subject matter of the novel," arguing that the 

"disorder is intentional, and in this case, poetic" (28). Significantly, he recognizes 

that, ''by violating the form, ... [Sterne] forces us to attend to it" (30). Shklovsky 

validly asserts that "Everything in the book is displaced; everything is transposed" 

(28), hinting at a possible unifying motif for the novel as he passes it by. He also 

compares the transposition of chapters to the interrupted act of sex that begins the 

novel, pointing out parallels in "inconsistency," which he posits as the determining 

paradigm of the text. Shklovsky does not review comprehensive evidence to this end, 

but rather cites general characteristics that strengthen his idea of a formal pattern in 

the novel. The lack of comprehensive citation is accounted for by his claim that he 

does "not propose to analyze Laurence Sterne's novel" but more generally is 

interested in having his essay "illustrate the laws of plot" (27). As Mark Loveridge 

points out, "Shklovsky never manages to demonstrate that the leitmotifs bring the 

subject matter (in the traditional sense) of the novel to a point where it can be seen as 

a formal element" (23). 

Dorothy Van Ghent also discusses the novel's aberrant form, pointing out that 

"chronological and plot continuity are ... not definitely organizational to Tristram 

Shandy" (83). She recognizes that interruptions and digressions carry more than their 

face value: "What have been considered his indecent lapses must be taken as an 

essential element in the whole Sterne, one term of a structural irony, and a provision 

for keeping the sentimental and the emotional and the pathetic in the same human 

world with the trivial and the absurd" (98). In recognizing the range of material 

contained in the novel as well as its "hap-hazardness, its lack of form" (85), the critic 
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approaches the idea of the motley paradigm without opening the door to its possibility. 

While conceding that the book is "obeying formal laws of its own," Van Ghent finds a 

unifying agent in "the operations of consciousness" of the narrator. Stedmond, 

similarly, perceives that "Sterne took as the subject matter of his books the human 

mind" (28). Yet material involved in the novel--Slawkenbergius's tale, or the curse of 

Eurnulphus, for instance--frequently defies such categorization, since those texts do 

not so much spring from Tristram's consciousness as from his library. Martin 

Battestin also views the mind as a unifying factor, seeing Tristram's perspective 

"imposing ... on a multiplicity of random sensations an order idiosyncratic and ... 

illusory" (258). This generalization also denies the wondrous diversity of inserted 

texts, the impact of which must be described as more than merely sensational. 

Battestin sees the novel proceeding "by impulse rather than design" and rejects 

"chronological structure for the illusion of the flow of consciousness" (269). This 

perspective precludes a dis-ordered design that simply employs impulse, and again, 

provides accommodation for the inserted texts. 

In The Rhetoric of Fiction, Wayne C. Booth addresses the novel's "failure of 

formal coherence" (221), noting that the narrator is "himself in some way the central 

subject holding together materials which, were it not for his scatterbrained presence, 

would never have seemed to be separated in the first place" (222). Formal coherence 

can be seen as failing only if it is essential; Tristram Shandy not only weaves its tale 

without conspicuous coherence, on many levels it defies (and redefines) the idea of 

unity and coherence itself. Booth takes a contrary position to those who see the 

narrator's mind as the unifying factor of the novel; in his view, poor Tristram himself is 

the cause of all of its fragmentation. Tristram, as we will soon see, is an incomplete 
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person living in a motley universe, and he is merely projecting that which is in and 

around him. 

When disrupted structures are seen in the context of the book's fragmented 

thematic or metaphoric forms, they become another emanation of the novel's 

discontinuity. Like a paper bag full of apples assuming the shape of its contents, the 

various disrupted textual structures are reflections of Sterne's interrupted and 

incomplete subject matter and the larger fragmented universe. 
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Chapter Two 

Metaphors of Discontinuity: 
Character and Characters 

"Our minds shine not through the body, but are wrapt up her in a dark covering of 
uncrystalized flesh and blood, so that if we would come to the specifick characters of 

them, we must go find some other way to work." (1:23) 

The principle of discontinuity governs the characters of Tristram Shandy like a 

ruling planet, defining them and directing their actions. Their personalities are brought 

to light by anecdote and gesture. They are themselves physically incomplete. Their 

discussions and deeds are interrupted. This seeming consistency among characters is 

itself disrupted by exceptions: the few characters that contrarily (and significantly) 

represent the continuous will be addressed in Chapter Five. The exceptions prove the 

rule, however, and fragmentation emerges as the dominant means of characterization 

in the novel. 

This analysis is assisted by the narrator's candor about his approach towards 

defining his characters: 

Such were the out-lines of Dr. Slop's figure, which---if you have read 
Hogarth's analysis of beauty, and if you have not, I wish you would; 
---you must know, may as certainly be caracatur'd and convey'd to the 
mind by three strokes as three hundred. (2:9) 

You perceive that the drawing of my uncle Toby's character went on 
gently all the time;---not the great contours of it,--that was impossible, 
---but some familiar strokes and faint designations of it, were here and 
there touch'd in, as we went along, so that you are much better 
acquainted with my uncle Toby now than you was before. (1:23) 

While conceding the impossibility of portraying "great contours" of character on one 

hand, the narrator nonetheless paints his fragments with great care. The sketchiness 

implied by Tristram's terminology captures the essence of his approach, which 

supplies only a few details of character with the expectation that the reader will create 
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a mental image of the larger whole. Wolfgang Iser's assertions about the "reader

response" aspects of this technique validly focuses on the net result of the presentation 

of these character fragments to the reader: the composition of an alluded-to "whole" in 

the reader's mind. This type of analysis, however, focuses on the psychological, rather 

than the thematic, implications of the novel's structure. 

The portrayal of characters in the novel focuses on fragmentary aspects of 

behavior and personalities: hobbyhorses, physical positions, and gestures. John Butt 

and Geoffrey Carnall point out that "the world of Tristram Shandy, in spite of its 

complexity and bewildering shapelessness, can be scientifically dissected" ( 439), and 

the narrator does so in his haphazard way. In contrast to conventional narrative 

technique, we are supplied with little or no information about the characters' physical 

appearance, nor are stock situations presented that would allow the character's 

behavior to be compared to characters from other texts. Instead, Tristram perversely 

asserts "I will draw my uncle Toby's character from his HOBBY-HORSE" (1:23) 

Sterne suggests that a hobbyhorse is the name for the specialized perspective 

that an individual uses to see the world, creating a filter that tints all that passes 

through it. The hobbyhorse has been defined as "less than a governing passion," but 

its influence is variable in context to its rider. Toby, most notably, is nearly absolute in 

thinking always in terrns of fortifications and warfare, a characteristic that, aside from 

portraying his personality, also (as noted earlier) tends to fragment his conversation. 

Walter's hobbyhorse, the tendency to systematize the subject at hand into an erudite 

hypothesis, produces a different way of rationalizing, and thus fragmenting, the world. 

Tristram's primary hobbyhorse, writing his life and opinions, is concerned with 

narrative structure, yet instead of working towards making the world more contained 
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and coherent, as his father wishes to do, Tristram's method of describing it makes it 

less so. 

Digressions, incontestably, are the sun-shine;-----they are the life, the 
soul of reading;---take them out of this book for instance,--you might 
as well take the book along with them;--one cold eternal winter would 
reign in every page of it; restore them to the writer;-----he steps forth 
like a bridegroom,--bids All hail; brings in variety, and forbids the 
appetite to fail. (1:22) 

While Tristram's hobbyhorse is most often seen as the writing of the novel itself, that 

beast can be said to have a hobbyhorse of its own: a love of digression, evident in the 

consistently aberrant course of the narrative voice throughout the book. 

Gestures project personality through physicality much in the same way 

hobbyhorses project character through attitude. Noting "Sterne's constant attention to 

gestures," Alan Dugald McKillop views them as the author's "psycho-physical 

crossroads of life" (187). Battestin connects the gesture to psychological ideas of 

''body language ... which express the sentiments of the heart more vividly than speech 

can do" (268). More succinctly, the narrator uses detailed gesture and position as a 

means of defining characters through "strokes." Walter points out that 

there are a thousand unnoticed openings ... which let a penetrating eye 
at once into a man's soul.. .a man of sense does not lay down his hat in 
corning in a room, or take it up in going out of it, but something 
escapes, which discovers him. (6:5) 

For instance, who else could have curliqued a walking stick in Trim's manner? Or, 

before reciting, have stood with his feet "at the precise angle of 85 degrees and a half 

to a mathematical exactness" (2:17)? Tristram's inheritance of Walter's theory of 

gesture and pose even sheds a little light on the murky relationship between Walter 

and Elizabeth Shandy: 

My mother was then conjugally swinging with her left arm twisted 
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under his right, in such wise, that the inside of her hand rested upon the 
back of his---she raised her fingers, and let them fall ... 'twould have 
puzzled a casuist to say, whether 'twas a tap of remonstrance, or a tap 
of confession: my father. .. class'd it right. (9:1) 

In another episode, the narrator depicts Walter standing, holding the "forefinger of his 

left-hand between the fore-finger and thumb of the right" ( 4:7) in the manner of 

Socrates painted by Raphael. Wilbur L. Cross notes that the author displays "in the 

study of gesture a fine and high art" (73). Analyses of the "painterly" aspects of this 

attention to detail (summarized by New [217]) revolve around the visual idea of 

"attitude" prominent in these scenes. Both graphic and verbal "sketches" perpetuate 

the idea of discontinuity: whether it is the pen or the brush that captures the "fragment 

of time" is only a matter ofvarying media, not varying technique. 

Leaving the narrator's specific techniques to examine the characters 

themselves, we find they too are drawn as fragmented beings. Tristram's brother 

Bobby is a shadow-character who maintains a dim presence only through incidental 

references. His name appears in relation to discussions about other subjects, such as 

the impact ofbirth on an infant's head ("my brother Bobby ... turning out afterwards a 

lad ofwonderful slow parts" [2:19]), alluding to the character's intelligence, or hints at 

the issue of sibling rivalry. A more ambivalent citation arises in a discussion about 

names: "Bob, which was my brother's name, was another one of those neutral kinds of 

Christian names" (1:19). The only physical description of Bobby is revealed 

offhandedly: he was "the first Shandy unwhirl'd about Europe in a post-chaise, and 

only because he was a heavy lad" ( 4:31). Prophetically, Walter plans Tristram as "a 

second staff for his old age, in case Bobby should fail him" (1:16). Finally, when we 

learn ofthe "misfortune of my brother Bobby's death" (4:31), it seems strangely 
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appropriate that we learn none of the usual details about its cause. To the end, 

narrative portrayal of Bobby is both scattered and incomplete. Trim's brother Tom, 

evoked during Trim',s reading of the sermon ("God help my poor brother Tom" 

[2: 17]), also appears only in bits and pieces--in reference to his gifts to Trim, and so 

on--until his story is finally told at some length in Volume Nine. An abstraction of this 

approach to character is suggested by McKillop: "the humor of a character ... is 

translated from moment to moment into unpredictable impulses" (194) . These 

"impulses" are a temporal representation of fragmentation which combine to form a 

larger, continuously changing entity in the eye of the reader. 

Both as emanations of an incomplete narrator and as beings living in a 

discontinuous world, individual characters themselves tend to fragment things. 

Conversations fall victim to misunderstandings spawned of hobbyhorses and physical 

interruptions. Toby's modesty inspires numerous disruptive renditions of 

"Lillabu1lero," and he also attempts to divide and categorize the widow Wadman into a 

list of "perfections" (9:31), a process rendered incomplete when he is interrupted by 

Trim. Yorick's humor has infectious interruptive powers in his community: "he 

caught the attention of both the old and young.---Labour stood still as he pass'd" 

(1:10). Walter, in particular, tends to break up concepts through his process of 

systemization: 

for sure as ever the word weakness and struck full upon his brain,---so 
sure it set him upon running divisions upon how many kinds of 
weaknesses there were;--that there was such a thing as weakness of the 
body,-----as well as weakness of the mind,---and then he would do 
nothing but syllogize within himself. (1:16) 

Walter's tendency is to break entities into separate units for individual mental 

dissection; Tristram perpetuates this habit when he divides the concept of love into an 
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alphabetized and incomplete collection of fragments (8:13). Walter's rationalization of 

his approach to knowledge and learning illuminates the piecemeal form of the novel: 

"Knowledge, like matter, ... was divisible in infinitum ... the grains and scruples [are] . 

. . as much a part of it, as the gravitation of the whole world" (2:19). Importantly, the 

smaller units that result from the fragmentation of knowledge (or reality) are held to 

have as much value as the larger entity from which they have been divided. 

Logica1 fragmentation results from Walter's idiosyncratic systematization; his 

passion causes physical fragmentation, or, more simply, breakages. During Toby's 

discussion about Elizabeth's ****,Walter's "tobacco-pipe snapp'd short in the 

middle" (2:7), an inarticulate expression of his rising emotion. The broken pipe 

becomes a further accessory of passion when Walter starts "up on both legs" to throw 

it into the fire. Later, Toby sets Walter off again with the question, "Can noses be 

dissolved?" (3:41). This time, the victim is Mrs. Shandy's "sattin pin-cushion," which 

Walter proceeds to bite in two, filling his mouth with bran. In both cases, the breaking 

of objects provides a vent for emotion that, like small gestures, expresses what 

dialogue cannot. 

An indication of the pervasiveness of the theme of discontinuity is the number 

of characters whose actual bodies, fragmented by a variety of fates, become models of 

the broken structure of the text. Even less pivotal personalities, such as the one-eyed 

midwife ( 4:15), bear out the motif. Cervantes, conjured up in an invocation, is noted 

for his ''withr' d stump," the result of the loss of a hand "at the battle of Lepanto" 

(9:24). Tangential to the story, but significant in its implications, is the story of a 

Walloon Officer at the battle of Landen, who had one part of his brain 
shot away by a musket-ball,---and another part of it taken out after by a 
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French surgeon; and, after all, recovered, and did his duty very well 
without it. (2:19)6 

The unfortunate officer conveys the novel's message of the miraculous functionality of 

"incompleteness," subtly perpetuating and validating the motif of discontinuity. 

Political treachery causes Yorick to become figuratively disordered. He 

complains to Didius that his head is "bruis'd and misshapen'd with blows" that others 

"have so unhandsomely given me in the dark": the blows, however metaphoric, 

contribute to his dying "broken hearted" (1:12). Trim's fragmentation, if less fatal, is 

far more literal; his knee is "shot into ten thousand splinters at the affair of Landen" 

(9:31), making him (in a further discontinuation) "disabled for service" (2:5). 

All the males in the Shandy family are afflicted by varied degrees of disability 

or incompleteness. Battestin observes: ''They are interrupted, damaged in tender 

parts, impotent" (253). The bull kept by Walter for servicing the parish cows appears 

to be infertile, undermining local expectations in one way, just as the novel might be 

seen to do in others. Tristram's great-grandfather is portrayed as nose-less (3:31), 

with implications of impotency shared by the family bull. Walter is afflicted with 

sciatica, caused by "the damp of the coach-lining about ... [his] loins" ( 4:25), and the 

timing of his illness helps Tristram pinpoint the date of his conception, marking a 

significance to Walter's "incompleteness" (1:4). The incompleteness of the characters 

is of interest to Helene Moglen, who focuses on an implied broader issue: she suggests 

that "Sterne explores the process through which the primal experiences of 

fragmentation, differentiation and loss come to be experienced as castration through 

linguistic representation" (59). This comment, a "puzzled skein" of sorts, links the 

elements of physical incompleteness, impotence, and language. The elements of 
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"fragmentation, differentiation and loss" in the novel may be linked to the "castration" 

of the male characters, and bizarre textual conventions both literally create and 

augment the relationship. But these exist as thematic couplings, not as philosophical 

ones. 

Uncle Toby is quite literally afflicted by a fragment: "the wound in ... [his] 

groin, which he received at the siege ofNamur" (1:25) is appropriately caused by a 

broken piece of rock from the fortification. Toby's "bones were dismally crush'd as 

much by the irregularity of the stone, which I told you was broke off the parapet,--as 

by its size,--(though it was pretty large)."7 (As with Trim, the incident also renders 

him ''unfit for service," discontinuing his career.) Toby's consciousness of affection 

for the widow Wadman is twice depicted as an injury: "she has left a ball here--added 

my uncle Toby--pointing to his breast" (8:28). Previously, "the first shoutings" of the 

blister received as a result of riding is "(as my uncle Toby had no experience of love)" 

mistaken "for a part of the passion" (8:26). Interruptions and digressions, real and 

imagined, plague gentle Toby, leading his brother (and perhaps the reader) to wonder 

whether "his misfortunes had disordered his brain" (5:3), possibly a final reaction of 

Toby's consciousness against the wounds of life. 

Tristram himself is the standard-bearer of such physical emblems of 

discontinuity, initiated by his mother's famous remark to her husband during the act 

that will result in his birth: "Pray, my dear ... have you not forgot to wind up the 

clock?" (1:1). This fragmentation of an intimate moment scatters and disperses the 

"animal spirits" intended to "have escorted and gone hand-in-hand with the 

HOMUNCULUS" (1:2), who is additionally described as "ruffled beyond description" 

and in a "sad disorder' d state of nerves." Moglen views this as a "scene of 
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indeterminacy" symbolic of"the ultimate disjunction of the word and its referent" (51). 

This "indeterminancy"--a type of discontinuity--here becomes a metaphor both for the 

Tristram's personal disruption and, in a less direct sense, linguistic theory. But 

Moglen defines only part of the pervasive motif; if the interpretive eye is open, 

symbols of similar dislocation beyond language abound in the novel. 

The disrupted coitus eventually leads to disrupted birth, starting with the 

extraction by means of Slop's forceps that damages Tristram's nose. Trim explains: 

"In bringing him into the world with his vile instruments, he has crushed his nose ... as 

flat as a pancake to his face" (3:27). In addition, Walter's anxiety is well-founded that 

"the fine network of the intellectual web be not rent and torn to a thousand tatters" 

(4:19) by the pressure of the birth canal on the infant's head. Lack of success in 

avoiding that notorious pressure explains Tristram's consequent fragmentation of 

thought and the consequent disorder of the novel. 

Finally, already beset by fragmentation after an eight-month, presumably 

incomplete, gestation, Tristram is "brought into this scurvy and disasterous world of 

ours" (1:5).8 The subsequent attempt by Walter to exert a "strange kind ofmagick 

bias" (1:19) on his son by giving him the potent name Trismegistus is defeated by 

Susannah's inability to carry the whole name "the length of the gallery without 

scattering" ( 4:14). The name does get scattered, or more exactly, fragmented: in 

addition to its sorrowful implications, ''Tristram" is essentially a part broken off from 

the name ''Trismegistus." 

Tristram's childhood likewise prepares him to be spokesman for his role as 

disabled (and disabling) narrator. At age five, he is encouraged to urinate out his 

window (by that perpetrator of fragmentation, Susannah) and "slap came the sash 
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down like lightening upon us" (5:17). While the ensuing discussion clarifies that 

Tristram is not castrated or dismembered in this scene, it hints that he is circumcised, 

making him less "complete" still. Suitably, part of the education contrived by Walter 

for his son requires that "he conjugate every word in the dictionary, backwards and 

forwards" (6:2). Uncle Toby comments of the exercise, "'Tis enough ... to burst it 

[Tristram's head] into a thousand splinters." The reader, experiencing the disordered 

narrative, finds that Toby's fears are, at least on the level of structure, confirmed by 

the novel itself. 

Walter's resulting assessment is that by cumulative accidents Tristram has "had 

lost, by his [Walter's] computation, a full three fourths of me--that is, he had been 

unfortunate in his three great casts for me--my geniture, nose, and name" (5:16). The 

loss of parts is augmented further later in life by the "asthma" Tristram gets "seating 

against the wind in Flanders" (1:5, 8:6). This "torment," involving the loss of blood, 

is a memento mori, a reminder of the ultimate interruption of death. 

To a certain extent, the narrator excuses his characters their mental 

irregularities. Tristram explains that "all the SHANDY family were of an original 

character throughout" (1:21), and, more tellingly, says that "nothing was ever wrought 

with our family after the ordinary way" (1:21). The eccentric characters parallel the 

inconsistency of their country, as well: England is described as an "unsettled island" 

(1:11). Tristram explains that there is "a great inconstancy in our air and climate ... 

which has furnished us with a variety of odd and whimsical characters" (1:21). The 

narrator cites the specific influence of the air, which "blows hot and cold, -----wet and 

dry, ten times in a day," and causes the inhabitants to have wit and judgment in "no 

regular and settled way" (3:20). As we will see, the world and its parts are described 
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as inconsistent conglomerations, making the theme of discontinuity consistent from the 

smaller unit of the individual to larger entities such as nations. 

Ultimately, the very act of describing or attempting to comprehend a character 

through writing is vain: 

As many pictures as have been given of my father, how like him soever 
in different airs and attitudes,---not one, or all of them, can ever help 
the reader to any kind of preconception of how my father would think, 
speak, or act, upon any untried occasion or occurance[ sic] of life.--
There was that infinitude of oddities in him. (5:24) 

Rivaling Tristram himself in eccentricity and as a focal point of the book, Walter is one 

of the leading characters the reader can claim to "know." But, Tristram tells us, this is 

a deceptive knowledge. We are indeed supplied with many "pictures" of Walter, 

fragments of his behavior and speech ("airs and attitudes"), but our image of his 

character, accumulated from descriptive fragments and bizarre behavior, prevents any 

rational reconstitution of his whole character. At best we can hope to only familiarize 

ourselves with bits and pieces of Walter--or with any character in the novel, for that 

matter--due to the utter complexity of human beings. As a result, readers must accept 

the inevitable incompleteness of characterization, an appropriate standard for a 

discontinuous world. 
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Chapter Three 

Metaphors of Discontinuity: 
Locations and Objects 

"What a mine of wealth has this post-chaise brought me in?" (7:28) 

The inanimate objects in Tristram Shandy--from planets to breeches--are 

fragments of a larger whole, composed of fragments, or actively being fragmented, 

carrying the theme of discontinuity to the physical level. Early on, Tristram 

depicts Earth as "this vile, dirty planet of ours--which ... I take to be made up of 

the shreds and clippings of the rest" (1:5). The planet becomes a motley 

assortment of fragments, an appropriate world to foster the paradigm of 

fragmentation. McKillop notes the relationship: "the astronomical ... references 

are not incidental or arbitrary ornament, but mean that Sterne's book is about the 

relation of the little to the great world" (203). The pattern holds with smaller 

geographic entities. The midwife's circle of fame, itself a delineation of the larger 

world, likewise comprises 

Not only ... the whole parish, but extend[s] itself to two or three of the 
adjacent hamlets in the skirts of the next parish ... she was, moreover, 
very well looked of at one large grange-house and other odd houses 
and farms within two or three miles. (1:13) 

To the narrator, the midwife's world is a circumscription of a larger unit, "a small 

circle described upon the circle of the great world, of four English miles diameter" 

(1:7). Furthermore, this topography is "nothing but deep clay" (1 :7), which impairs 

easy travel, just as the novel defies those readers desiring to read "straight 

forward, more in the quest of the adventures" ( 1 :20). 
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As Tristram travels through France, he subjects its geography to varied forms 

of fragmentation: "As for SENS---you may dispatch it in a word-- 'Tis an 

archepiscopal see" (7:17). The impossibility of comprehensive description of 

Chantilly--and here we may credit the narrator's "incomplete web" to some degree--is 

openly lamented: "---No;---1 cannot stop a moment to give you the character of their 

people---their genius--their manners---their customs---their laws---their religion---their 

government-·--their manufactures---their commerce" (7:19). The roster of omitted 

details fragments the town into a list of interesting topics typically found in 

travelogues, but Tristram provides only a row of conspicuously empty slots. 

Tristram refuses to supply "complete" pictures of the towns he visits in 

France; he claims that "All you need to say of Fountainbleu is, that it stands about 

forty miles from Paris, in the middle of a large forest---That there is something 

great in it---That the king goes there once, every two or three years" (7:26). Not 

only is no conventional, continuous picture of the place constructed, but the little 

information Tristram does supply is riddled with vagueness. Conversely, the 

narrator's description of Paris divides the city into the minutiae of neighborhoods 

and streets (7: 18), but omits other specific points of interest. 9 

As projections of geographic entities, maps can also demonstrate the 

paradigm of fragmentation. The map of the "town and citadel of Namur, which he 

[Toby] purchased and pasted down upon a board" represents a segment of Toby's 

experience (his injury at Namur) manifested in a physical form (9:26). Likewise, 

"a plan of Bouchain" preserved by Tristram projects another part of his uncle's life 

experience in "the marks of a snuffy finger and thumb": it "seems an authenticated 

record" of one of the widow Wadman's attacks (8:17). The map is augmented by 
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the "vestige of the two punctures ... through which it had been pricked up in the 

sentry box"; these accidental markings are what make the object significant. 

That microcosm of uncle Toby's persona, his bowling green, is the site of a 

variety of discontinuous motifS. The model town-under-siege he and Trim have built 

there constantly undergoes re-arrangement during wartime in order to have 

contemporary relevance to the siege then under way. The plan that enables this is "not 

to have the houses run up together ... but to have every house independent, to hook 

on, or off, so as to form into the plan of every town they pleased" (6:23). The model 

town imitates the novel (or the other way around), acting as a loose conjunction of 

elements, flexible to conform to the narrator's needs, rather than a rigidly defined 

whole. 

Forever incomplete, the little simulacrum of a town on the bowling green is 

also assaulted by the whims of a more immediate world: the liaison between Trim and 

Bridget which shatters its bridge, or the meanderings of a dangerously hungry cow. A 

pivotal feature of the bowling green, the "curious draw-bridge, constructed and 

painted after the Dutch fashion" (3:24) is, even before its destruction, paradoxically 

incomplete in structure (a broken span) in its original state. The issue of fragmentation 

is compounded when the draw-bridge is found "somehow or other crush'd all to 

pieces," (3:24) by the night-time frolics of Trim and Bridget, rendering the structure 

impotent through potency. Toby's fortifications are further assaulted when a cow 

breaks in and eats "two rations and half [sic] of dried grass, tearing up the sods with it, 

which faced his horn-work and covered way" (3:38). The bowling green is constantly 

undergoing transposition as well as interruption from the outside world, including the 

later foray of the widow Wadman. 
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Located on the bowling green are several objects that serve as further emblems 

of discontinuity and are themselves compounded within a larger fragmented object. 

"An old pair of jack-boots" is made by Trim into "a couple of mortars to be employed 

in the siege of Messina" (3:20); by cutting off their tops, the corporal has reordered an 

object and given it significance in a new abbreviated form. 

Gifts from Trim's brother Tom, the "Turkish tobacco pipes" are already a 

study in motley in their original state, "with flexible tubes of Morocco leather and gold 

wire, and mounted at their ends, the one of them with ivory,--- the other with black 

ebony, tipp'd with silver" (6:24). These pipes are improvised by Corporal Trim into 

"six field pieces" with "the supplement of three smaller tubes of wash-leather at each 

of their lower ends" and ''waxed silk" (6:26). Dissected and rearranged, the pipes are 

infused with a new sense of purpose as disjointed structures which, like the book itself, 

challenge our notions about the idea ofwhat constitutes a ''whole." 

The bowling green lies in the middle of a chain of fragmentations set into 

motion by Toby's exclamation, "'Tis a pity, Trim ... ---that we have not a couple of 

field pieces to mount in the gorge of that new redoubt" (5:19). Trim responds 

enthusiastically by 

cutting off the ends of my uncle Toby's spouts---hacking and chiseling 
up the sides of his leaden gutters,---melting down his pewter shaving 
bason,--- and going at last ... on to the top of the church, for spare 
ends, &c ... no better resource offering, he had taken the two leaden 
weights from the nursery window; and as the sash pullies, when the 
lead was gone, were of no kind of use, he had taken them away also, to 
make a couple ofwheels for one of their carriages. (5:19) 

The dispersal into fragments of the Shandy homestead also involves a reconstitution of 

structures for a different purpose from their original intent, paralleling Tristram's 

manipulation of verbal structures. This disassembly reverberates in Tristram's own 
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physical fragmentation--his apparent circumcision--by the now-weightless sash 

window. 

Interruptions within the Shandy house likewise attach a special status to 

disorder and breaks in continuity. "Never did the parlour-door open--but his 

[Walter's] philosophy or principles fall victim to it" (3:21): the squeak of the hinge 

fragments the discourse. The gap created when the same door is left "a little a

jar" (an interruption) allows the escape of a snatch of conversation (a fragment) 

about Bobby's death (another interruption) to reach Elizabeth Shandy (5:5). 

Later, trying to get a peek at the progress of uncle Toby's amours, Elizabeth 

stoops "to take a peep ... through the key-hole" (9:1). Due to its complicity in 

interfering "with a true proposition," the key-hole is facetiously called "a violation 

of nature," ascribing a "criminal" aspect to both its enabling voyeurism and its 

violation of the "whole" of the door. 

A disordered wardrobe is another emblem of discontinuity. At one point, 

the narrator describes himself as the very picture of ostentatious disorder (with 

distinct motley inferences), wearing "a purple jerkin and a yellow pair of slippers, 

without either wig or cap on" (9:1). Tristram's wardrobe is constantly under 

assault from reality. He is willing to "break thy set" of "but a dozen" shirts to 

burn one "into tinder, if only to satisfy one feverish inquirer" (6:26). During his 

travels, his wardrobe seems to fragment itself: "My shirts! See what a deadly 

schism has happen'd amongst 'em---for the laps are in Lombardy, and the rest of 

'em here" (9:24). 10 

An eclectic range of color and material makes Trim's cherished hat a study 

in variety: 
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The Montero-cap was scarlet, of a superfine Spanish cloth, died [sic] in 
grain, and mounted all round with furr, except about four inches in the 
front, which was faced with light blue, slightly embroidered--and 
seemed to have been the property of a Portuguese quartermaster, not 
of foot, but of horse, as the word denotes. (6:24) 

Red and embroidered blue fabric, with added fur, constitutes a collection of disparate 

units barely reconciled into a unity. In addition to its collage-like appearance, the cap 

itself is thought to be part of the uniform of a quartermaster of the Portuguese cavalry, 

and becomes a dissonant "found object" (like the varied inserted texts in the novel) on 

the head of Trim, once a corporal in the English grenadiers. (New points out that the 

word "montero" was actually used for a hunter or mountaineer [ 426].) The Montero-

cap is one of the "two or three ... trinkets, small in themselves, but of great regard" 

(6:24) because they once belonged to Trim's brother Tom--fragments of Tom's life, 

they project a larger entity. Trim's stick also presents itself as a physical analogy to 

the novel's structure, described as having a "black leather thong clipped into a tassel 

about the knot" (5:38, 9:2). The disparity of form'i--straight lines (the stick), 

intertwined confusion (the knot), and diffusion into many tangents (the tassel)--echoes 

Tristram's miscellaneous and heterogeneous text. 

Like his nephew's, parts ofToby's wardrobe are in disorder. His ramallie-

wig defies ordering; when Trim tries to make it more presentable, it "curl'd every 

where but where the Corporal would have it" (9:2). Toby's breeches are 

hopelessly chaotic; originally "the taylor, in ripping them up, in order to turn them, 

had found out they had been turned before" (8:34), and then the garment is left "at 

sixes and sevens" (9:2). Detailed descriptions show both Toby and Walter in 

sketchy or conspicuously incomplete dress. Vainly defending Lefever's chances of 
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survival, Toby "rises from the bed with one shoe off" (6:8). Just before Tristram's 

baptism, Walter follows "Susannah ... with nothing more than his breeches on, 

fastened though haste with but a single button, and that button through haste 

thrust only half into the button-hole" ( 4:14). In both cases, the combat uniform of 

the Shandys is incomplete and mis-assembled. 

Dis-order in dress can more directly symbolize larger disruptions. "That 

particular aperture of Phutatorius's breeches ... [opens] a door" ( 4:27) to the hot 

chestnut (impairing Phutatorius's placidity of mood in the process), but also 

represents the cleric's (and Tristram's) breach of decency in his lewd writings. 

The open end of Mrs. Wadman's night-shift is pinned together every night, 

forming a whole; yet, on the last evening of Toby's stay at her residence, she kicks 

"the pin out of her [Bridget's] fingers---the etiquette which hung upon it, down--

down it fell to the ground, and was shivered into a thousand atoms" (8:9). The 

act of disordering the formal whole of her night-shift symbolizes the breaking up 

of her settled habits of "etiquette" and order. 

The knots adorning the strings of Dr. Slop's instrument bag, courtesy of an 

over-cautious (or merely foolish) Obadiah, are overt symbols of the motif of 

discontinuity: 

such knots cast in our way in getting through life--every hasty man can 
whip out his penknife and cut through them.--'Tis wrong. Believe me, 
Sirs, the most virtuous way, and which both reason and conscience 
dictate--is to take our teeth and fingers to them. (3:10) 

Tristram's recommendation of untying the knots, rather than imposing a straight-line 

solution with a knife, likewise recommends our pondering of the knotty, confusing 
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fragments within his text with the mental equivalent of "teeth and fingers." The 

reader's challenge in interpreting the text is akin to Slop's attempt to negotiate the 

well-knotted drawstrings of his bag. "A multiplicity of round-abouts and intricate 

cross turns, with a hard knot at every intersection or point where the strings met" 

(3:8) describes the doctor's tangled problem as well as the reader's challenge in 

interpreting Tristram's narrative. Slop's headlong attempt to cut through the knots 

results in a cut on his thumb, a warning to the hasty reader. Citing Christopher Ricks, 

Mark Loveridge finds that the knots "are a kind of epigrammatic metaphor for what 

the form of the novel is achieving" (23). Butt and Carnall state more simply that 

''Tristram believes that knots are made to be untied, not cut" ( 444). 

Tristram begins his tour of France in a post-chaise that ends up in pieces, 

"laid higgledy-piggledy with my baggage in a cart" (7:28). 11 Paradoxically, the 

narrator endorses this disorder, declaring himself "heartily glad ... that 'tis all 

broke into pieces," because he is now free to travel by water. Another part of his 

delight in discontinuity is his resulting good luck: a "pert-vamping chaise

undertaker" opportunely appears to offer a good sum for the wreck. "What a 

mine of wealth," the narrator asks, "has this post-chaise brought me in?" As in the 

case of the plot, objects increase in value as they go to pieces. 

A hint about the significance of the chaise's fragmentation reveals another 

parallel to Tristram's textual construction: "When the precipitancy of a man's 

wishes hurries on his ideas ninety times faster than the vehicle he rides in--woe to 

the truth! and woe be to the vehicle and its tackling" (7:8). Both the structure of 

the text and the chaise are fragmented by Tristram's rapid and whimsical 
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procession. In both cases, this erratic procession results, at least in part, from a 

desire to run from death. 

Tristram's visit to Lyons, where the shattered chaise is sold, brings another 

emblem of structure: "Lippius's great clock was all out of joints, and had not gone for 

some years" (7:39), a detail to discourage a visitor (or reader) with expectations of 

continuity. Tristram, however, "shall be able to give the world a better account of the 

clock in it's [sic] decay, than I could have done in its flourishing condition," creating 

value from its disorder. Inevitably, the disorder of Lippius's clock recalls Tristram's 

mental and physical disorder, his own scatterbrained consciousness having been 

initially created by the Shandys' grandfather clock. 

The most vivid parallel to the interrupted textual structure of Tristram Shandy 

is the physical fragmentation of text. Yorick, in the company of other churchmen, cuts 

his sermon "into slips" and hands out the slips for his companions "to light their pipes" 

( 4:26). While the overt meaning of this fragmentation is the disembodiment of 

Yorick's text, it can also be seen as a recommendation to consider cautiously the 

individual elements of the larger text; these fragments of text may, in turn, cause an 

incendiary spark in the reader. 

On his journey through France, Tristram mistakenly leaves his writings in the 

pocket of his post-chaise, which has fallen apart and has been sold. Seeking his 

misplaced text, the narrator discovers that the wife of the "chaise-vamper" who bought 

the wreck has shredded his writing and set her hair with the strips of paper. Upon 

discovery, she takes them "from her curls, and [puts] ... them gravely one by one into 

my hat--one was twisted this way--another twisted that" (7:39). The writer collects 
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and re-assembles his story, and the reader is left to wonder about what effect (if any) 

the reconstruction has had on the structure of the story. ''When they are published," 

Tristram notes ominously, "they will be worse twisted still." Discontinuities and 

fragmentation in characters, concepts, locations, and objects all define the anti

structural standard of fragmentation of the text, a tangled array of loosely connected 

elements not unlike the strings of Dr. Slop's bag. 
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Chapter Four 

Parables of Discontinuity: Tales and Texts 

''These little books, which I here put into thy hands, 
might stand instead of many bigger books" ( 4:22) 

As separate--though rarely complete--entities embedded within the novel, the 

inserted tales and texts warrant critical attention as microcosms of the pattern of 

fragmentation and discontinuity expressed in the larger text. These may be inserted by 

the narrator verbatim, or they may be paraphrased; Trim, Walter, or another character 

may also relate them. While the inserted digressions perpetuate the theme of 

interruption and fragmentation, a few defy the already defiant novel's anti-convention; 

they do so for a purpose, and will be discussed later in a chapter focused on the 

glimpses of continuity that surface in the motley pattern of the novel. 

Even the somber documents included in Tristram Shandy carry the mark of 

the discontinuous hidden in the folds of pompous formality. The "MEMOIRE 

presente a messieurs les Docteurs de SORBONNE" (1:20), in a re-ordering of 

conventional chronology, declares that baptism may occur before birth. In a 

similar vein, another French text (also untranslated) deals with a child born 

prematurely, a mere fragment himself and microcosm of a person, "no larger than 

the palm of the hand" ( 4:10 n) who is nonetheless viable. 

The stiff, curt formality of a fragment from a "Book of French post-roads" 

is all the reader is told about the town of Abbeville, its verbal stiffness contrasting, 

and vainly challenging, the formlessness of the larger narrative of the novel and the 

subtext of the headlong journey to Navarre (7:10). 
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The entire text of Elizabeth Mollineux Shandy's marriage settlement is 

included, but it mainly stresses the fragmentary noses of the Shandy men (1:15) . 

Likewise, with ridiculous thoroughness, the reader is given both Latin and English 

versions of the complete excommunication curse of Ernulphus (3:10-11), a text 

with independent chapter headings competing with the novel's own chapters. The 

curse itself, however, is a study in fragmentation, breaking the accursed into many 

individually damned components(" ... in his temples, in his forehead, in his ears, 

in his eyebrows, in his cheeks"). The curse concludes with the plea that "there be 

no soundness in him," pointedly undermining the idea of integrity and structure. 

In a typically perverse remark, Tristram calls the text "whimsical, especially the 

latter part of it." In reality, the curse breaks Obadiah up into an incongruous 

collection of accursed parts. 

An absent outside text described in a baffling, non-linear way is a dialogue 

of Erasmus studied by Walter Shandy. Walter reads it "over and over again in 

great application, studying every word and every syllable of it thro' and thro' in 

the most strict and literal interpretation,--he could still make nothing of it, that 

way. Mayhaps there is more meant, than is said in it, quoth my father" (167). 

This commentary, though possibly an understandable reaction to Erasmus, evokes the 

standard of non-linearity and the difficulties of textual interpretation. Citing an 

incomprehensible text, Tristram instructs the reader to seek meaning beyond the 

immediate and apparent. Frustrated by the impenetrability of the Erasmus text, Walter 

Shandy takes a bizarre approach to render it more accessible. He gets out 
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his penknife, and ... [tries] some experiments upon the sentence, to 
see if he could not scratch some better sense into it.---I've got within a 
single letter, brother Toby, cried my father, of Erasmus his mystic 
meaning. (3:37) 

Like Slop's attempt to impose linearity on the badly knotted strings of his bag, the 

text of Erasmus does not lend itself to linear or forced readings, symbolized by the 

use of the knife. Again, the subtle narrative directive is to "untie" the text instead 

of rushing through it. 

The loping tale of Slawkenbergius is another interpolated text, part of Walter's 

extensive reference collection on the anxious subject of noses. The astute execution of 

a silly story masks a deeper motif, however; perhaps more than any other inserted tale 

or text, Slawkenbergius's Tale is pregnant with metaphors of the discontinuous. D. 

W. Jefferson cites a contemporary of Sterne--"all the merit we can allow the tale is, 

that the part of it we have in Latin is written with elegance and propriety" (288)--

perhaps a slightly superficial assessment. Although the tale itself is linear and 

coherent, Tristram comments that Slawkenbergius's unseen body of "work" is as 

cryptic and fragmented as the novel itself. For example, his tales "are to be looked 

upon by the learned as a detail of so many independent facts, all of them turning round 

somehow or other upon the main hinges of his subject, and connected by him with 

great fidelity" (3:42). The "independent facts" loosely orbiting a "subject" in 

Slawkenbergius's absent stories closely describe Sterne's own motley experiment in 

storytelling; Tristram defensively anticipates the hostile reader of his own work. The 

tale abounds with metaphorical parallels to its parent novel. A stranger--we later find 

out his name is Diego--carries a naked sword, commented upon by a sentinel: "It 

grieves me ... that so courteous a soul should have lost his scabbard--he cannot travel 
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without one to his scymetar" ( 4:0). Diego corrects the sentinel's presumption: "I 

never had one." Clearly the idea of what constitutes "completeness" varies from man 

to man, and Diego, the erstwhile hero of the tale (if only for his spectacular nose), 

perpetuates the standard of the incomplete. Julia, Diego's beloved, and her brother 

Fernandez, are said to have "had many a tangled skein to wind off in pursuit of 

him [Diego]" ( 4:0), a similar destiny to that of Sterne's reader pursuing the 

novel's evasive story line. Moreover, the justification for the story comes from 

the separation of Julia and Diego, implying significance in division. 

Diego: 

Physical fragmentation in Slawkenbergius's tale visits the esteemed nose of 

Queen Mab, like an elf as she was, had taken the stranger's nose, and 
without reduction of its bulk, had that night been at pains of slitting and 
dividing it into as many noses of different cuts and fashions, as there 
were heads in Strasburg to hold them. ( 4:0) 

The surreal nature of this sudden fairy-tale turn barely masks the essential motif of 

fragmentation, especially as the action is emphasized in peculiar detail. This 

fragmentation causes "riot and disorder" among the townspeople, much as the 

fragmentation of the novel's structure can distress the reader, causing a similar 

kind of "restlessness and disquietude." 

Embodying an ever-pervasive theme, even the inserted texts within 

Slawkenbergius's story suffer from structural fragmentation. The letter written by 

Julia to Diego is incomplete, ending in mid-sentence and mid-word, which offers 

an opportunity for the inclusion of a speculative comment from the translator 

( 4:0). Almost in reciprocation, the "Ode" by Diego to Julia is unfinished, its 
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writing interrupted by the arrival of his mule "before Diego was ready for the 

second stanza" ( 4:0). Aside from establishing Slawkenbergius's tale further as a 

microcosm of the novel, these textual fragmentations perpetuate the motif of 

discontinuity. 

Though, as noted, Slawkenbergius's tale is presented as a fairly coherent 

whole, the narrator of the novel cannot resist disturbing the story with dramatic 

commentary late in its progress, indulging his digressive hobbyhorse while helping 

the tale conform to the interrupted standard of the novel. Elizabeth Harries 

recognizes Slawkenbergius's tale, as well as Trim's story of Bohemia, as 

"fragments," examples of some of "the many tantalizing, unfinished strands that 

dangle in the novel" (35). While incomplete in her recognition and documentation 

of the degree or larger pattern of fragmentation in Tristram Shandy, this critic 

acknowledges that Sterne "produces fragments" in the manner of classical 

fragments of art excavated in the eighteenth century. She states that "Sterne's 

broken-off forms, like the crumbling walls of ruins, call attention to their 

deliberate incompleteness," drawing a parallel between the structure of the book 

and eighteenth-century concept of the "fragment" (37). 

Tristram's voice relates the extended travelogue to Navarre, which in itself 

contains many sub-narrations: the tales of the Abbess of Andouillets, the Tomb of 

the Lovers, and the snippets of romances with Janatone, Maria, and Nannette. 

Tristram's approach to travel in France closely resembles his inclinations as a 

narrator: he seizes "every handle, of what size or shape so ever, which chance held 
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out to me in this journey" (6:42). His inclination towards digression, whether it is 

from a road or a narrative, makes interruption inevitable. 

The tale of the abbess of Andouillets (7:21-23) provides a lesson in 

discontinuity not only through metaphor but also language. The abbess and a 

novice, Margarita, set out to the hot baths of Bourbon for relief of minor ailments. 

Their guide, the convent-gardener-turned-muleteer, is a "little, joyous, chirping 

fellow" who at one point whips the carriage mules on while he takes a break at a 

tavern. The mules, however, stop after a short distance, and the nuns are unable 

to get them moving again. The novice suggests using two indecent words to goad 

the mules, "bouger" and "fouter," but the abbess's compunctions only allow them 

to pronounce one syllable each. Thus the abbess commands "bou" while the 

novice adds "-ger." The fragmented words have no effect on the mules, just as the 

dissembled narrative does not goad on the erratic progress of the novel's plot; 

both proceed as they please. 

The nuns' fractured journey also reflects the reader's bumpy ride through 

the book itself, irregularly guided by Tristram. The narrator sympathizes with the 

muleteer, whose human desires (he "was a son of Adam. I need not say one word 

more") cause the interruption of the nuns' trip, just as Tristram's personality (seen 

in his hobbyhorse) repeatedly disrupts the telling of the story. The narrator's 

fellow-feeling naturally extends to the succeeding guides of the carriage, the 

mules. One of them, "a shrewd crafty old devil," sees the muleteer gone and 

decides to stop moving, answering the nuns' insistent (but ineffective) goads with 
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flatulence. Like the narrator, the mule is determined to continue the journey when 

and how he sees fit, and the expectations of the reader are not going to change his 

method. 

The story of Amandus and Amanda (7:31)--supposed residents of the 

Tomb of the Lovers--expresses the idea of fragmentat ion with a broad metaphor. 

Amandus is separated from Amanda, first by "cruel parents" and then as a prisoner 

of the Turks for twenty years. Amanda wanders "bare foot, seeking her lover, her 

emotion bright with yearning for Amandus, while he steadfastly refuses a 

princess ' s amours. When they finally meet , they both "drop down dead for joy." 

As separated entities, the lovers derive meaning from being apart. Similarly, the 

value of Sterne's prose is derived, in part, through its incompleteness and 

discontinuity. If the novel were transformed into a contained, linear text, it would 

also "drop down dead," since it would be deprived of its larger network of 

associations. Both the book and the lovers define themselves by fragmentation, 

and both would lose their essential nature through unification. 

The brief stories in the journey to Navarre involving Janatone, Maria, and 

Nannette all variously project the idea of fragmentation. Most prominently, the 

stories represent incomplete relationships, snippets of romances rendered 

discontinuous either by Tristram's need to keep moving or by his better judgment. 

While Tristram is in her company, Janatone, "the inn-keeper's daughter" in 

Montreuil, "has let fall at least a dozen loops in a white thread stocking" (7:9). 

The lacunae in Janatone's stocking is significant to Tristram, expressing (he 
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thinks) her interest in him. Maria is considered mentally shattered by her fellow 

townsfolk, though she "is sensible for short intervals" (9:24). Yet she is gifted in 

her incompleteness, and her touching musical performance is a by-product of her 

mental disability. The incomplete aspects of her physical description, such as "her 

hair, all but two tresses" being "drawn up into a net" (my emphasis), echoes the 

idea of her mental disorder and parallels Tristram's own neural "net," damaged 

during his birth. In Languedoc, Tristram meets Nannette, a "sun-burnt daughter 

of Labour" (7:43), and projects an entire relationship from the brief contact of a 

shared dance, after which he feels "seven years acquainted." Later, he asks, "Why 

could I not end my days thus?" His fantasy is assisted by a discontinuity in 

Nannette's costume, the "cursed slit" in her petticoat, which constitutes yet 

another form with significance as a fragment. 12 

The tale of Francis I of France, also conveyed by the narrator, is a parable 

of discontinuity. The story involves France's desire to forge an artificial unity 

with Switzerland, by naming the country godparent to the king's child; the artifice, 

however, is rejected, and the countries fly apart ( 4:21). The artificiality of 

imposed structures is reflected in the novel's minced story line, the disparate 

elements of which likewise fail to cooperate with each other to create a 

conventional narrative. In addition, Switzerland undermines the expectation of 

France, just as the narrator undermines the formal expectations of the reader, 

delivering instead a seemingly irrational surprise. The anti-climax of the novel 

itself, the Cock and Bull story, caps the narrator's verbal journey in a final 
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anecdote of expectation and disappointment. 

Next to Tristram, Corporal Trim is the novel's most prolific supplier of 

tales, most of them grounded in sentiment. In form and content, Trim's story of 

his brother Tom (9:5-7) closely resembles the larger work. A mixture of humor 

and pathos, Tom's story is repeatedly halted for Trim's upwellings of emotion and 

Toby's sympathetic reactions (which do not exhibit his typical digressions of a 

military nature). The segment ends in a suggestive mock-epic sausage fight 

between Tom and the "Jew's widow" he is courting. Tom's story, however, 

actually concludes earlier in the book; its chronological "end" occurs with the 

mention of Tom's having been hauled away to an indeterminate fate by the 

Inquisition. This type of story-reordering in reversed form (Tristram complains of 

his cough even before he is born), is evident in Tristram's extensive exposition of 

his own character even before he physically appears in the story. 

Included with the story of Tom is commentary that creates a another 

parallel with the novel: 

The Corporal was just then setting in with the story of his brother Tom 
and the Jew's widow: the story went on--and on-----it had episodes in 
it--it came back, and went on---and on again; there was no end of it----
The reader found it very long----- (9:10) 

More than a hint of the main story's tendency toward digression is insinuated here, 

as well as a sympathetic gesture toward the weary and confused reader. The motif 

of discontinuity is most evident, however, in the phrase "there was no end of it": 

Tom's ultimate fate, after all, is never revealed. 

The tale of Le Fever is itself a continuous set-piece, its impact as a story 
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holding its audience rapt (6:6-10). Revolving around a deathbed scene, Le 

Fever's story is nonetheless about a family fragmented by war. Le Fever explains 

he ''was the ensign at Breda, whose wife was most unfortunately killed with a 

musket shot, as she lay in my arms in my tent" (6:7); with his death only his son 

Billy remains. 

More absurd, though resoundingly valid as a structural parallel to the book, 

is the "Story of the King of Bohemia and his seven castles" (8:19). While the 

story is intended as an entertaining instruction, it is never finished; Trim attempts 

the tale four times (once getting out only the first few words), but each time he is 

waylaid by Toby's digressive commentary, which originally centers on the problem 

of the date of the story's action. The tale of King William finally disappears ("We 

lost it ... somehow betwixt us" Trim explains [8:28]), swallowed up in the riot of 

the novel. In its telling, Trim's tale reveals more about digressive storytelling than 

circumstances in Bohemia. 13 

In the case of the tale ofTrim's knee wound (the bone is shattered) and the 

Beguine who nurses him, a sentimental content imposes some cohesiveness, despite 

seven interruptions that intrude minimally on the story's coherence. The tale, 

however, is discontinued at its climax, as the small gestures of the Beguine's massage 

are becoming increasingly expressive: " ... till at length, by two or three strokes 

longer than the rest-----my passion rose to the highest pitch-----I seiz'd her hand-----" 

(8:22). Like many of the lacunae, the omission here may stem from pretended 

discretion, but nonetheless the story is essentially unfinished. How the amour ends, 

Tristram tells us, "is not material; it is enough that it contain'd in it the essence of all 
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the love-romances since the beginning of the world" (8:22). 

Early in the novel, the sermon that falls out of the volume of Stevinus, written 

by Yorick, is read by Trim and is subject to a multitude of verbal commentaries in 

addition to the occasional sound of Dr. Slop's snoring. The value of the sermon to 

this discussion is not so much in its content as its physical treatment. 14 Like the 

journal left in the post-chaise, the sermon is lost due to "an unexpected fissure in thy 

master's po.cket" and becomes "trod in the dirt ... [and] buried for ten days" (2:17); 

also, like the travel journal, the sermon's verbal integrity is suspect due to the 

uncertain interpretation of its abused text, casting further doubt on its validity. 

The other tale accredited to Yorick, the story of the Gymnast versus Captain 

Tripet, contrasts with Yorick's sermon and appropriately its content, rather than its 

form, warrants attention here. 15 The very brief and concise tale begins with a 

fragment of a sentence, and its text is entirely consumed with physical activity 

preliminary to engaging in battle. (This condensed dose of activity stands in contrast 

to the disrupted self-reflection that constitutes much of the novel.) The absurdly 

elaborate series of actions undertaken by the gymnast is the long means to an end, and 

reflects the novel's opposition to linearity: it isn't the destination, but the pleasure of 

traveling that is important. Commenting on the incredibly complex preparations of the 

gymnast, Trim points out "one home thrust of the bayonet" ( 5 :29) would have done 

the trick, an echo of Slop's pointed (and dangerous) policy in dealing with the knotted 

strings of his bag. 

With his erudite tendencies, Walter Shandy is a prolific author of many texts 

either alluded to or included within the novel. He had written "the life of Socrates 

himself the year before he left off the trade" ( 5: 12), and Tristram includes the full text 
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of his "letter of instructions" to Toby regarding the nature of women, and of love

making to them" (8:34). Not surprisingly, Walter's writings also reveal a tendency to 

focus on minutiae: Tristram states that "two years before I was born, he was at the 

pains of writing an express DISSERTATION simply upon the word Tristram" (1:19). 

Walter's masterwork is "his Tristra-poedia, at which ... he was three years and 

something more, indefatigably at work" (5:16). Many aspects of his opus are 

intimations ·of Tristram's larger work. In order to create a "system of education" for 

his son, Walter first sits down and collects "his own scattered thoughts, counsels, and 

notions" (5:16), ensuring that the subsequent work will be of a fragmented and 

discontinuous nature. The Tristra-poedia has a tendency to fragment the world as a 

means to explaining it: Tristram's life is broken up in parts, starting with "--Five years 

with a bib under his chin" (5:42). A chapter of auxiliary verbs suggests the Shandean 

use of little elements to project larger ones: "The whole entirely depends, added my 

father, (in a low voice), upon the auxiliary verbs, Mr. Yoric/C' (5:42). Auxiliary verbs 

are not only a fragment of the make-up of a sentence; they are a fragment of a 

predicate. 

In addition, the text of the Tristra-poedia is depicted as inconsistent and 

incomplete. Giving a reading of his work, Walter skips the first thirty pages, noting 

they "are a little dry; and ... not closely connected with the subject" (5:31) of male

female relationships that forms the crux of the book's first chapter. Like the novel, 

Walter's book is also broken up into the fragmented perspectives of chapters, 

including one ''upon sash-windows, with a bitter Philippick at the end of it, upon the 

forgetfulness of chambermaids" (5:26). The Tristra-poedia also shares with Tristram 

Shandy the concession, and motif, of inevitable incompleteness: after three years, 
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Walter "had scarce completed ... one half of his undertaking" (5:16). ''The very delay" 

caused "the first part of the work ... [to be] rendered completely useless,-----every day 

a page or two became of no consequence.-----" (5:16). Walter, like Tristram, is 

fighting against time to create a whole document; the impossibility of keeping up 

reminds us that the fight against time (and mortality) is hopeless: we must accept a 

standard of discontinuity. 

The rillnority of such distinctly alien texts as uncle Toby's Apologetical Oration 

or Kysaricus's tale of Edward VI in themselves provide little evidence of 

fragmentation, but their inclusion fragments and interrupts the larger entity of the 

novel. Tristram Shandy was originally released in two volumes a year, fragments 

representing a larger entitiy, and these seem to be the subject of Tristram's description 

of "these little books, which I here put into thy [the 'gentle reader's'] hands, might 

stand instead of many bigger books" ( 4:22). 
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Chapter Five 

Accessory Structures: The Continuous and the Motley 

"If he had spared his comments, replied Dr. Slop, 
he would have read it much better." (2: 17) 

Linear continuity is clearly not an attribute of Tristram's storytelling, and he 

decries linear tendencies in his reader: 

a vicious taste which has crept into thousands besides herself,---of 
reading straight forwards, more in the quest of adventures, than the 
deep erudition and knowledge which a book of this cast, if read over as 
it should be, would infallibly impart with them. (1:20) 

Continuity, however, comes to represent more than a simple opposition to Tristram's 

habit of rendering everything discontinuously: in the novel it manifests itself both in 

some characters and (as has been seen) in some inserted texts. Certain texts, such as 

the Sorbo nne edict regarding baptism and the tale of Le Fever, are presented whole 

(or nearly so), without the usual pattern of multiple interruptions. The tales of Le 

Fever and the Beguine, both related by Trim, are continuous so that they can exert an 

effect of sentiment. 

In Tristram Shandy, sentiment has a power to form at least temporary 

cohesiveness in what is otherwise a disparate and unconnected universe. The tenuous 

unity of the novel--represented, if by nothing else, by its containment within two 

covers--is itself a result of Tristram's affectionate sentiment towards its contents and 

characters. The narrator has significant feeling about the many disparate elements in 

the book, causing them all, loosely assembled, to come under the umbrella of his 

emotions and attention. 

Tristram's interest in maintaining continuity is always stated ironically. He 

claims he has removed a chapter because 
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it appears to be so much above the stile and manner of anything else I 
have been able to paint in the book, that it could not have remained in 
it, without depreciating every other scene; and destroying at the same 
time the natural equipoise and balance (whether good or bad) betwixt 
chapter and chapter, from whence the just proportion and harmony of 
the whole work results. ( 4:25) 

Tristram's overwrought concern with one chapter's destroying the harmony of the 

work is a satire on any preoccupation with form in the novel, an attack on the 

requirement of conventional fiction for a false representation of reality which mandates 

continuity and consistency. And yet Tristram does yearn for one kind of continuity--

immortality. In order to perpetuate the memory of his uncle, he vows ''While there is 

a rood and a half of land in the Shandy family, thy fortifications ... shall never be 

demolished" (3:34). More importantly, the novel (shattered and shaky a vehicle 

though it may be) becomes a means for a possible kind of continuity for Tristram, 

literary immortality. 

Continuity, in various forms, is significantly imprinted on some characters. 

The "foolish fat kitchen scullion" (5:7) is steadfast in her seemingly imperturbable 

attitude towards the personal irrelevance of someone else's death. Dr. Slop always 

judges that digressions (especially during the reading of a sermon) are inappropriate 

(2: 17), and the description of Slop (his "sesquipedality of belly" [1: 19] in the text or 

the ballooned abdomen depicted by Hogarth in the second edition [2:16]) emphasizes 

his roundness, so he actually embodies circular formal continuity. In observing that 

"the static humorists ... like Dr. Slop are comparatively uninteresting," McKillop not 

only identifies the male midwife's association with settled and obnoxious consistency, 

but also implicitly stresses the liveliness of the erratic and complex characters (195). 

The archetype of continuity in the novel, however, is its major (though muted) female 
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supporting character, Elizabeth Shandy, nee Mollineux. Walter's attempts to debate 

her are constantly frustrated by Elizabeth's tendency to continue his opinion instead of 

opposing it: "[She] was never to refuse her assent and consent to any proposition my 

father laid before her, merely because she did not understand it, or had no ideas to the 

principal word or term of art, upon which the tenet or proposition rolled (9:11)." 

Mrs. Shandy's anti-dialectical technique can "break the neck, at first setting out, of 

... dialogues"; her talents are visible in the Shandean "beds of justice" ( 6: 18), where, 

ironically, her stable placidity and imperturbability only exasperate her husband. In 

addition, Elizabeth bears the children that allow for the continuity of the Shandy name. 

When her life and physical wholeness are jeopardized by Walter's suggestion of 

Caesarean birth, she turns "pale as ashes" (2:19) and the subject is dropped. Finally, 

her concern with the continuity of the clock's operation ( 1:1) results in the "ruffling" 

(1:2) of Tristram's homunculus in the first episode that establishes the pattern of 

discontinuity in the novel. 

As a counterpoint to discontinuity, continuity plays a variety of roles: it is both 

demonized and exalted. The image and concept of motley, in its varied forms, appears 

repeatedly in the novel and combines the continuous and the discontinuous. The 

adjective "motley" is defined by the OED as "diversified in color; variegated" or 

"composed of elements of diverse and varied character"; the noun is defined as "a 

cloth of mixed color" or "an incongruous mixture." The relevance of the motley form 

to Tristram Shandy cannot be understated, not only from overt references in the book, 

but from Tristram's own acclamation of the marbled page he inserts as "motly emblem 

of my work" (3:36). The implications of the page will be discussed shortly. New 

reminds us that the structural meaning of "motley" should not obscure "the word's 
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association with the costumes of court fools and clowns" (269). The character in 

Tristram Shandy perhaps most closely associated with the fool is Parson Yorick, a 

character with many resemblances to Tristram and to Sterne. Yorick "loved a jest in 

his heart" (1:10), and Tristram includes in his lineage "the King's chief jester" (1 :11), 

attesting to the historical veracity of Shakespeare's play. Yorick is said to have "an 

invincible dislike and opposition to gravity"; "the very essence of gravity was design, 

and consequently deceit" (1:11). The jester, then, is anti-"design," as design imposes 

an arbitrary order on things; not coincidentally, Tristram's emblem of motley is an 

"anti-design," a structure that can accommodate reality without "deceit." 

The physical examples of motley manifest themselves in metaphors and 

structures. Trim's Montero-cap, composed of a disparate array of color and texture, 

carries the mark of the motley, and his garb is rendered even more incongruous with 

the addition of "poor lieutenant LeFever's regimental coat" (8:30; 9:2). Perhaps even 

more quintessentially motley is Trim's donning of the Montero-cap while smoking the 

dissembled-tobacco-pipe artillery (6:27). The motley, however, also appears in more 

subtle manifestations: the business of Tom's wife, for example, is manufacturing 

sausages. Uncle Toby's motley contribution is his "old, set-stitched chair, valanced 

and fringed around with party-colour'd worsted bobs" (3:29) in which he seats himself 

while Walter lies prostrate, grieving over the loss of his son's nose. The "occurances 

[sic] and scrapes" during Tristram's grand tour are described as being "odd ... mixed 

and tragicomical" (7:17), comprising an adventure nearly as motley as the book. 

Humans are affectionately depicted as motley: "Now I love you for this---and 'tis this 

delicious mixture within you which makes you dear creatures what you are" (5:9). 

The world, whose store of luck has often eluded Tristram, is called "this vile, dirty 
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planet of ours, --which o' my conscience, with reverence be it spoken, I take to be 

made up of all the shreds and clippings ofthe rest" (1:5). Here the motley allegory 

weaves in the imagery of a fabric, creating a vivid mental idea of a parti-colored world. 

Tristram evokes the image of the motley fool in self-depreciating self-

description: "Pray reach me my fool's cap," he tells the reader after relating the tale of 

the Abbess, "Bless me! You have had it on your head this half hour!" (7:26). His 

complains about his "spirits," accusing them of "mounting me on a long stick, and 

playing the fool with me nineteen hours out of twenty-four" (7:1). Again, the 

references to the motley are paralleled to other structures: 

A man cannot dress, but his ideas get cloath'd at the same time, and if 
he dresses like a gentleman, every one of them stands presented to his 
imagination, genteelized along with him--so that he has nothing to do, 
but take his pen, and write like himself. (9:13) 

Tristram, whether garbed in imaginary motley or the incongruous mixture of "a purple 

jerkin" and "yellow pair of slippers, without either wig or cap on" (9:1), finds his 

writing mirroring his dress, or vice versa. 

Of course, the novel itself is a motley form in many ways; Harries's notation of 

"the blot-like nature" of the book could refer to several ways the novel incorporates 

the motley ( 40). The chapters themselves are inconsistently arrayed, varying in 

number from 25 in the first volume to 43 in the seventh; they range in size 

substantially, from 74 to 114 pages. The arrangement of chapters in the book is 

marked by highly variable chapter sizes and page counts. The novel's stories and 

substories float in the loose package of the book in motley arrangement as well. 

Sentiment and humor, the familiar and the obscure, disparate chronological elements, 

matters both whole and incomplete, are thrown together into the stew-like book. 
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Tristram's patchwork of information, discontinuous yet forming a "life," formalizes the 

motley textual array. 

Returning to the "motley emblem" of the marbled page, we are compelled to 

view it not only as a symbol of the novel, but also of man and his world, each 

composed of disparate units. Tristram's inquiry, "but where am I? And into what a 

delicious riot of things am I rushing?" (7:14), places him squarely in the middle of his 

motley page. Elizabeth Harries, noting several examples of the motif of the motley, 

posits a divine purpose. She cites John 6:12-13, where, after the miracle of the loaves 

and fishes, Jesus tells his disciples to "gather up the fragments that remain, that 

nothing will be lost." The word "fragment," Harries argues, would have been known 

to the cleric Sterne as a symbol of the small projecting a larger entity ( 42): 

By giving us fragments and thwarting ordinary coherence, Sterne forces 
us to contemplate a different kind of order--an order not governed by 
'any man's rules' (1:4) [emphasis Harries] ... but by rules more 
inscrutable and divine. ( 44-45) 

This strong reading is nonetheless undercut by evidence of a more frequent emphasis 

on dis-order in the novel. 

The motley is conspicuous, loudly advertising its presence by references to 

clowning and to parti-colored costumes. Disguised by its jester's bells, however, the 

motley hides a more serious purpose as a symbol both of the universe and of Tristram 

Shandy, the book-as-universe. The narrator calls his work "this cyclopaedia of the 

arts and sciences," alluding to another motley form representative of a comprehensive 

whole (2:17); New views this as "one of Sterne's hints that he is writing a book of 

universal knowledge" (168). "Sometimes there is an odd suggestion, or the parody of 

a suggestion," Jefferson notes, "that there is a meaning embodied in the pattern. If 
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there is any, it is, perhaps, that of 'order in disorder'" (518). Stuart Taves asserts that 

the marbled page represents "the varied fulness [sic] of the real with all its 

imperfections" (167). This ''varied fulness" is a whole, but only in an unconventional 

and very tenuous sense, coherent only because of the power ofTristram's sentimental 

telling and the reader's sentimental interest. 
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Chapter Six 

Time and Mortality 

''The ... chapter is come at last; and brings nothing 
with it but a sad signature of 'How our pleasures 

slip from under us in this world."' (9: 15) 

Like the text, characters, and objects in Tristram Shandy, time is broken into 

peculiar pieces, reassembled oddly, or simply cut short. In the novel, time is 

specifically critiqued in the text through the story's two clocks: one fragments (in the 

Shandys' household); the other is itself fragmented (at Lyons). Jean-Jacques Mayoux 

describes two qualities of time in the novel--clock, or objective time, and mental or 

subjective time. Time is, finally, also the stage on which man's dance of life goes on, 

awaiting its inevitable cessation. 

The narrator's manipulation of clock-time is similar to fate's treatment of the 

post-chaise: time is fragmented and reordered, perversely resulting in an increased 

value. The fractured chronology of the novel, mentioned earlier in reference to 

narrative structure, is the most vivid demonstration of this re-ordering: the story's time 

line is dispersed. The narrator's omnipotent manipulation of time (in contrast to his 

own vulnerability to it) allows several fragments oftime to exist simultaneously, a 

mosaic of existences: 

... and whilst Obadiah has been going those said miles and back, I 
have brought my uncle Toby from Namur, quite across Flanders, into 
England: ---That I have had him ill upon my hands near four years;--
and have since travelled him and Corporal Trim, in a chariot and four, a 
journey of near two hundred miles down into Yorkshire. (2:8) 

This stress on a multitude of concurrent events emphasizes the partitioned nature of 

time, rather than maintaining an illusion of unity and continuity. Tristram assigns value 
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to time by marking small measures of it with absurd precision: "Here I am sitting," he 

notes, "this 121
h day of August, 1766" (9:1). 

Interplay between clock time and mental time creates an array of dramatic 

discontinuities. Elizabeth Shandy listens to a back-parlor conversation through a 

gap in the door, and rather than having the information she hears directly affect 

her, Tristram is "determined to let her stand for five minutes ['in this attitude']: till 

I bring up the affairs of the kitchen ... to the same period" (5:5). This scene, 

similar to the much commented-upon (and very slow) progression of the brothers 

Shandy up the stairs in Volume Four, treats clock time as only a fictitiously 

continuous whole, which (in other cases) becomes linear through the manipulation 

of the narrator and the imagination of the reader. In Tristram Shandy, the 

narrator perversely shatters the illusion of temporal continuity, sprinkling shards of 

a single episode throughout the book. While, as Battestin notes, this narrative 

technique releases "us from the bondage of time" (263), Tristram's fragmentation 

of time contrarily acts to increase its importance. If "we have the illusion that the 

threat of time has been neutralized" (264), we also have an amplified idea of its 

value. Tristram's treatment of time as an inconsistent assortment of moments 

creates a temporal dimension for the motley page. When, outside the widow 

Wadman's door, Trim stands "with the rapper of the door suspended for a full 

minute in his hand" (9:16), a single moment is drawn into significance by using 

temporal duration, very much like the emphasis placed in this novel on a gesture 

or a physical fragment. 
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Tristram anticipates that critics will "insult over me for ... a breach in the 

unity, or rather probability, of time" (2:8), revealing that he is aware he is 

violating chronological convention in his storytelling. Ironically, this "breach" is 

frequently the result of Tristram's shortage of clock time, his haste, as when he 

declares 

What my father had to say to my lord of Verulam's opiates, his salt
petre, and greasy unctions and glisters, you shall read,--but not to-day-
or to-morrow: time presses upon me,--my reader is impatient--I must 
get forwards. (5:35) 

Tristram's urge to "get forwards," the driving spirit of his narrative technique, is the 

ironic cause of the narrative's textual fragmentation. This urge, in turn, reflects the 

narrator's ideas about time, particularly its scarcity and value. Mayoux sees this as the 

narrator's "cruel awareness of time as change" and "the horror of change as a premise 

to dissolution" (15), accurately describing Tristram's hearing of death's footsteps in 

the ticking of a clock. 

Tristram is inevitably beset with the paradox of telling the story as he 

would like, despite the constraints imposed upon him by time, which will 

eventually interrupt his story: 

I am this month one whole year older than I was this time twelve
month; and having got, as you perceive, into the middle of my fourth 
volume--and no farther than to my first day's life--'tis demonstrative 
that I have three hundred and sixty-four days more life to write just 
now, than when I first set out; so that instead of advancing, as a 
common writer, in my work with what I have been doing at it--on the 
contrary, I am just thrown so many volumes back ... as at this rate I 
should live 364 times faster than I should write--it must follow ... that 
the more I write, the more I shall have to write. ( 4:13) 

Time's ultimate power, balanced against Tristram's need to write, causes a 

dilemma that can only be addressed by fragmentation. But no matter, as Tristram 
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would say: time creates an impossibility of completeness that can only be resolved 

with the adoption of an incomplete and discontinuous standard, not only for a 

book, but for a life. Ian Watt remarks: "Sterne proposes a total correlation 

between the duration of his fictional events and the reader's experience of them," 

the result being that "the novel can never be completed" (78). The "performance" 

of the novel seems deliberately incomplete; whether Sterne ever finished the novel 

is still an issue among critics. 

The stress of having much to say and little time to speak causes the 

narrative perspective to fragment time into small units that, in their quick 

succession, suggest the pressure, the ultimate discontinuity, of death. Tristram, 

having led himself into a digressive doodle, decides to terminate it with 

unexpected and immediate candor born of the act of writing itself: 

I will not argue the matter: Time wastes too fast: every letter I trace 
tells me with what rapidity Life follows my pen; the days and hours of 
it, more precious, my dear Jenny! than the rubies about thy neck, are 
flying over our heads like light clouds on a windy day, never to return 
more--every thing presses on--whilst thou art twisting that lock--see! it 
grows grey; and every time I kiss the hand to bid adieu, and every 
absence which follows it, are preludes to that eternal separation which 
we are shortly to make.-- (9:8) 

Life is fragmented into "days and hours," compared as individual units to "light 

clouds"; independent consideration of these temporal units is achieved further with the 

parallel to the "rubies about thy neck." The implication of the heightened value of the 

individual "days and hours" supports the value of the fragment at the expense of the 

whole. Tristram's focus on the moment denies a uniform coherence to life, offering a 

loose, inevitably motley collection of temporal units in its stead. 
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The narrator emphasizes the impact of time on the mortal world--an ultimate 

dissolution. Tristram's contemplation of Janatone, the inn-keeper's daughter, 

demonstrates his awareness of mutability as he silently addresses her: "thou carriest 

the principles of change within thy frame" (7:9). Trim's Montero-cap itself is a symbol 

of the fate of the earthly individual; "the embroidery of the fore-part" is "dismally 

tarnish'd and fray'd" (8:19). Toby reacts to the hat's condition with a basic axiom of 

discontinuity: "Nothing in this world, Trim, is made to last for ever" (8:19). The 

erudite pretensions of the novel provide the narrator with a classical example: 

Where is Troy and Mycenae, and Thebes and Delos, and Persepolis, 
and Agrigentum ... ? The fairest towns that ever the sun rose upon, are 
now no more: the names only are left, and those (for many of them are 
wrong spelt) are falling themselves by piecemeals to decay, and in 
length of time will be forgotten, and involved with every thing in a 
perpetual night. (5:3) 

Dissolution and disorder are the unavoidable results of time's fragmentation of 

humankind, mortality: cities fall "piecemeals to decay," and only their ''wrong spelt'' 

names linger. The "perpetual night" described is an allusion to the view of death in 

Greek and Roman pagan cosmologies. These beliefs denied a dominant unifying force 

in the universe and interpreted death as the interruption, rather than the continuation, 

of existence. 

The human journey through time is ultimately punctuated by death: 

Are we not here now, continued the corporal, (striking the end of his 
stick perpendicularly upon the floor, so as to give an idea of health and 
stability)--and are we not--( dropping his hat upon the ground) gone! in 
a moment! (5:37) 

The suddenness and finality of death mimics the sudden shifts in the structure of 

Tristram's text. The importance of Trim's inarticulate yet eloquent discourse on death 

is later emphasized by Tristram: "Ye, lastly, who drive--and why not, Ye also who are 
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driven, like turkeys to the market ... --meditate--meditate, I beseech you, upon 

Trim's hat" (5:37). 

Bobby's death provides Walter with a reason to philosophize on inevitable 

mortality: 

'Tis an inevitable chance--the first statute in the Magna Charta
-it is an everlasting act of parliament, my dear brother,--All must die. 

If my son could not have died, it had been matter ofwonder,-
not that he is dead. 

Monarchs and princes dance in the same ring with us. (5:2) 

Although Walter's cliches are less expressive than Trim's hat-gesture, a definite and 

profound message shines through his murky erudition: all lives are interrupted; 

discontinuity, in the form of death, inescapably pervades human existence. Each 

discontinuity in the novel is a minute memento mori for Tristram and reader alike. 

Yorick's death is over-emphasized by his premature sentimental exit and his 

black page, the graphic memorial inserted in the text. The convivial pastor, an echo of 

Sterne, is introduced on his chronically ill "broken-winded horse," where "he could sit 

mechanically, and meditate as delightfully de vanitate mundi et fuga saeculi, as 

with the advantage of a death's head before him" (1:10). Yorick's horse evokes 

the idea of death to its rider just as the many discontinuities in the novel evoke the 

idea of death to Tristram and his readers. Yorick's other association with death is 

legendary, as he is the namesake and descendent of the court jester in Hamlet, best 

known for his dramatic entrance in the play as a skull. 

The deaths of other characters in the book, described variously in 

sentimental or matter-of-fact ways, augment Tristram's subtle but fearful 

awareness of the certainty of mortality. A passing reference to Trim's real-time 

death (as opposed to his vivacity in the narrated story) becomes an emotional 
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tribute: "Tread lightly on his ashes, ye men of genius,--for he was your kinsman" 

(6:25). The narrator's extended eulogy includes the character's fragmentation: 

"For thou art gone ... Thy genius fled up to the stars from whence it came;--and 

that warm heart of thine, with all its generous and open vessels, compressed into a 

clod of the valley!" (6:25). The idea ofToby's death inspires an invocation from 

Tristram: "Gracious powers! ... when I arrive at that dreaded page, deal not with 

me, then, with a stinted hand" (6:25). Standing in contrast to this effusion of 

feeling is Tristram's quiet and incredibly brief establishment of his father's death: 

"My father, as appears from many of his papers" (8:26). Most of the cast has been 

long dead before the narrator begins to write, yet Tristram consistently omits 

critical details as he laments (but never describes) the deaths of these characters, 

poignantly heaping incomplete form on their mortality. 

Since he is the primary speaker and cohering voice of the novel, Tristram's 

death would be a very different matter; in fact, the gradual surrender of the 

narrator to his death is a major point of his transformation as a character. James 

Swearingen suggests that "the Shandys do not change," and that there is no 

"becoming" in the novel: he views the characters as static forms (90). But 

Tristram does undergo change in the course of the narrative, for he is dying. 

Tristram's recognition of his deteriorating condition is subtly conveyed in his 

ongoing commentary about his health. 

The narrator's references to his illness are fleeting at first: his "asthma" is 

merely tangential when it appears, and Tristram optimistically projects a few 

chapters later that the book he is writing "shall be kept a-going these forty years, 

if it pleases the fountain of health to bless me so long with life and good spirits" 
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(1:22). The tentativeness of life becomes more apparent by the fourth volume, 

where the tone darkens: "the first chapter of my next volume, if I live, shall be my 

chapter upon WHISKERS" ( 4:32). This same chapter ends with a pessimistic 

farewell: "I take my leave of you till this time twelve-month (unless this vile cough 

kills me in the mean time)." Slowly, the reader perceives the potential of 

Tristram's condition, the recognition progressing along with his disease. The 

dedication of the following volumes states that the following work is "the best my 

talents, with such bad health as I have, could produce" (5:0). Volume Seven 

opens with a now-qualifying restatement of an early promise: 

I think, I said, I would write two volumes every year, provided the vile 
cough which then tormented me, and which to this hour I dread worse 
than the devil, would but give me leave .. .I swore it [the book] should 
be kept a going ... these forty years if it pleased but the fountain of life 
to bless me so long with health and good spirits. (7:1) 

The passage repeats, almost word for word, the passage in the first volume; this time, 

however, it is mitigated by the mention of his "dread" of his "vile cough." Either the 

reader's awareness of Tristram's sickness is becoming more acute, or Tristram is 

getting worse, or both. 

Death comes into full view in Volume Seven during Tristram's tale of "a nun 

who fancied herself a shell-fish, and of a monk damn'd for eating a muscle" (7:1), an 

(evidently) bawdy story he is telling to Eugenius. They are interrupted "when DEATH 

himself knocked at my door--ye bad him come again; and in so gay a tone of careless 

indifference, did ye do it that he doubted in his commission" (7:1). The narrator's 

merriment, however, conceals his fear: the prolonged narrative that ensues, engrossing 

Book Seven, shows Tristram's flight from death. Martin Price sees "the specter of 

Death" as giving "focus to the sense of disorder" (338), but I would label mortality as 
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an emblem of disorder, symbolizing the ultimate reality of discontinuity and 

interruption. 

Aside from the irreverent story of his escape from death, Volume Seven 

features repeated references to the Tristram's tenuous health. He refers to himself 

as "I who must be cut short in the midst of my days" (7:14). A casual reminder of 

his illness occurs in an aside referring to his ingestion of "two dishes of milk coffee 

(which bye the bye is excellently good for consumption)" (7:30); such asides are 

reminders of the narrator's chronic problem. Tristram also bluntly states: "The 

truth was, my time was short" (7:39). While enjoying the merriment and 

breakneck pace of Tristram's trip, the reader begins to suspect that, after all, 

Death will be victorious. 

In Volume Seven, Tristram's pitiful health, as conveyed by his appearance, 

is noted by passersby who see him as carrying the look of the condemned. The 

speculation of the observers over the reason for his apparent sentence ('"Tis for 

high treason" [7:7] and so on) puts a comic veneer on his condemnation, but the 

situation does not provoke real laughter. The narrator finds himself called a 

"death-looking, long-striding scoundrel of a scare-sinner," (7:7) hardly a positive 

assessment. Pondering death, Tristram reveals that "I never seriously think upon 

the mode and manner of this great catastrophe" except for preferring "it happen 

not to me in my own house--but rather some decent inn" (7:7). (Appropriately, 

Tristram does indeed frequent inns during his travels in France.) The bitter 

amusement of his contemplation is quickly swallowed up by the grim reality of his 

mental preparation. 
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With his decision at the end of Volume Seven to pursue the tale of Toby's 

courtship, the discussion of death disappears. The references to Tristram's illness 

in the last two books, however, are urgent and vivid, though infrequent. The 

narrator, living in a rapidly eclipsing "now," asks himself: 

To this hour art thou not tormented with the vile asthma thou gattest in 
skating against the wind in Flanders? And is it but two months ago, 
that in a fit of laughter, on seeing a cardinal make water like a quirster 
(with both hands) thou brakest a vessel in they lungs, whereby, in two 
hours, thou lost as many quarts of blood. (8:6) 

The "vile asthma" referred to jestingly in an early chapter is now foreboding. 

Feeling the small number of the remaining pages, the reader wonders: just how 

long can this go on? On how many occasions can Tristram lose two quarts of 

blood before Death finally catches up? 

In his last volume, Tristram is ready to present the "choicest morsel of 

what I had to offer to the world," his uncle Toby's "amours." Still, he confesses, 

"I see the difficulties of the descriptions I'm going to give--and feel my want of 

powers" (9:24). A weariness has crept into the narrative voice, a tone confirmed 

by Tristram's mention that he "lost fourscore ounces of blood this week in a most 

uncritical fever" (9:24). Rather than crisply stepping out of the picture with the 

last word of the book, the narrator of Tristram Shandy slowly goes to pieces. 

As Tristram is experiencing this disintegration, the book's conclusion sets 

Toby marching into the back parlor to speak to his brother about the widow 

Wadman's intent, only to find Walter in the middle of another discussion with 

Yorick and Dr. Slop. This discussion is itself interrupted by Obadiah, who, with 

the narrator's assistance, tells the story of the cock and bull that finishes the book. 
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Although, in a sense, the amours of "my uncle Toby" have ended, they have not 

ended with any consummation--the novel itself is interrupted, like the act of coitus 

with which it begins. Given the past events of the pursuit through France and the 

narrator's worsening affliction, it is implied that the lack of continuity is the result 

of Death's finally catching up with Tristram. If Tristram's "self is the hub of the 

universe" of the novel, as Battestin contends, then the narrator's fragmentation 

and death resound through the universe of the book (243), dictating its structure 

and motif. 

The issue of completeness hovers over Tristram Shandy, and part of the 

thoroughness of Sterne's expression of the discontinuous revolves around whether 

he actually completed the novel as he intended. In "Did Sterne Complete Tristram 

Shandy?" Wayne C. Booth approaches the question by citing evidence from the 

novel: this includes the promised "permanent completion" of uncle Toby's amour 

(537), the narrator having described them "in their entirety"[emphasis Booth's] 

(544). He points out that Tristram, in his own words, has been "hastening 

towards" this conclusion for the novel (543). In addition, Booth cites a letter 

from Sterne announcing his intention to "'begin a new work of four volumes"' 

after finishing Volume Nine (535). Marcia Allentuck, on the other hand, claims 

that "despite Booth's strenuous and impressive efforts to prove the contrary, there 

were possibilities for development other than the amours of Toby and the Widow 

[sic] Wadman" (151). Allentuck evokes the aesthetic concept of the nonfinito, "a 

work which the artist intended to leave unfinished" (147) to describe the novel; 
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this is, however, an idea which Sterne "did not necessarily know by name" (153). 

The book "ceases without concluding," leaving a deliberately incomplete text 

(152). Allentuck's argument pivots on Sterne's recognition of an entire aesthetic 

of the incomplete, which, though unrecognized by her, seems to exist not only in 

the non-conclusion but also within the larger form of the novel. In the end, what 

most interests this analysis is the book's apparent incompleteness, both as a 

symbol of a larger web of discontinuity and as the tacit announcement of the 

narrator's dissolution. The human deaths in the novel work in concert with other 

discontinuous entities--textual structures, characters, objects, and texts--to 

reinforce an expectation of incompleteness. The varied pervasiveness of 

discontinuity makes the novel a memento mori, not only for Tristram and his 

characters, but for the reader as well, commending awareness of the brevity and 

value of life and the simultaneous need to appreciate every aspect of this motley 

world in the little time there is. 

An awareness of our own necessarily fragile and fragmented existence de

centers and destroys the idea of any apparent unity in a life, creating a new emphasis 

on the preciousness of moments, gestures, and fragments. This carpe diem emphasis 

necessarily adopts the motif of discontinuity. But there is something beyond our own 

impermanence: another reaction to the inevitability of death is to attempt to defeat it 

through immortality. 

The narrator's occasional but intense references to immortality reveal his 

awareness that the success of his "Life and Opinions" is the only means he has to 

defeat death. One passage is addressed to his new friend in the theater: "0 Garrick! 
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What a rich scene of this would thy exquisite powers make! And how gladly would I 

write such another to avail myself of their immortality, and secure my own behind it" 

( 4:7). Tristram's yearning for immortality is an underlying concern throughout the 

novel, a motivation for his work that is never fully articulated. Characteristically 

fracturing his narrative, he explains: 

I dare say, quoth my mother--But stop, dear sir---for what my mother 
dared say upon the occasion-----and what my father did say upon it-
with her replies and his rejoinders, shall be read, perused, paraphrased, 
commented and discanted upon--or to say it all in a word, shall be 
thumb'd over by Posterity in a chapter apart--I say, by Posterity--and 
care not, if I repeat the word again--for what has this book done more 
than the Legation of Moses, or the tale of the Tub, that it may not swim 
down the gutter of Time along with them? (9:8) 

The explicit announcement of this hope--previously suggested more obliquely--comes 

at the end of Tristram's extended narration, and coincides with his worsening health. 

In the midst of discontinuity, just as time stands on the brink of finally interrupting 

both him and his story, he reveals the key to the survival of his spirit: his hope for the 

enduring importance of his text. 
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Notes 

1 The text cited throughout this analysis is The Florida Edition of the Works of 
Laurence Sterne, Volumes One and Two, edited by Melvyn New and Joan New. I 
duplicate the typographical conventions faithfully reproduced in that edition from early 
printings of the novel as follows: a double dash is represented here as a double dash, a 
medium dash by three dashes, and the long dash by five dashes. Eighteenth-century 
variations in spelling and punctuation from The Florida Edition are reflected in 
citations from that volume. 

2 Given the work's abundant wit, it is hardly surprising that many 
interpretations of Tristram Shandy focus on its comic aspects. Other notable analyses 
of this type are John Stedmond, The Comic Art of Laurence Sterne and Stuart Tave, 
The Amiable Humorist. 

3 There is a critical tendency, no doubt aided by the elusiveness of structure in 
the novel, to consider the work as consisting of two basic parts. Booth cites "only 
two simple story threads: Tristram's conception, birth, circumcision, and breeching, 
and uncle Toby's courtship of the Widow [sic] Wadman" (Rhetoric 231). This 
perspective, however, disallows the full impact ofTristram's romances during his 
travels (which parallel the story ofToby's amour), and the overarching significance of 
death in the novel. 

4 Tristram's early reference to Locke, as well as textual evidence for the 
application of Lockean ideas of human understanding, have inspired philosophical 
analyses of the novel, notably Peter M. Briggs, "Locke's Essay and the Tentativeness 
of Tristram Shandy" and Ernest Tuveson, "Locke and Sterne." 

5 References to New henceforth refer to page numbers in Volume Three of 
The Florida Edition of the Works of Laurence Sterne. The Notes to The Life and 
Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman are by Melvyn New with Richard A. Davies 
and W. G. Day. 

6 New cites an eighteenth-century historian, Tinden, who makes no mention of 
Walloons at Landen (126). The possibility that Sterne invented this example or 
contrived to apply an otherwise unrelated story supports his intent to emphasize 
discontinuity and incompleteness. 

7 The ambiguity of Toby's wound is apparently carefully researched by Sterne. 
New notes: "The anatomical chart in Chambers makes it reasonably clear that Sterne 
selected a wound site as close as he could get without a direct hit" (125). 

8 John A. Hay, in "Rhetoric and Historiography: Tristram Shandy's First Nine 
Months," explores the possibility of Tristram's illegitimate birth, citing hints by the 
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narrator that support the idea, as well as noting his apparently abbreviated gestation 
period. 

9 New notes that "Sterne appears to have extracted his list verbatim from 
Germain Brice's Description de Ia Ville de Paris" ( 468). The effect of directly 
"pasting in" the text enhances the collage-like form of the novel. 

10 The OED defines a garment's "lap" as "A part ... either hanging down or 
projecting so as to admit being folded over; a flap." 

11 New comments: "If we may judge from Smollett's Travels Through France 
and Italy (1766), Sterne is only mildly exaggerating the fragility of eighteenth-century 
coaches. He cites Smollett's caveat: 'I mention the circumstance, by way of warning 
other travellers, that they may provide themselves with a hammer and nails, a spare 
iron-pin or two, a large knife, and bladder of grease, to be used occasionally in case of 
such misfortune"' ( 456). 

12 An intriguing counterpart to the tantalizing slit in Nannette's skirt appears 
when Toby marches into the widow Wadman's parlor to declare "he was in love": at 
the time, she is busy darning "a slit ... in her apron" (9:25). 

13 Broader discussion of Trim's untold story can be found in Michael 
Rosenblum's "The Sermon, the King of Bohemia, and the Art of Interpolation in 
Tristram Shandy." 

14 Yorick's sermon has attracted critical study, most notably as a disrupted 
text in J. Paul Hunter's "Tristram Shandy and the Art of Interruption." Other analyses 
of the text of the sermon are Melvyn New, "Swift and Sterne: Sermons and Satire" 
and Arthur Cash, ''The Sermon in Tristram Shandy." 

15 New notes the "borrowing of the passage, almost verbatim, from Rabelais" 
(376). The multitude of evidence of Sterne's "borrowings" has inspired critical 
discussion on the issue of plagiarism. From a perspective of form (as opposed to the 
issue of originality), the author's proclivity toward inserting texts of any authorship 
promotes the motley structure of the novel. 
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